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HOTION FOR JUOOl·fEt:T 
.. 
: 
; i TO THE HONORAbLE JUDGES OF THE AFCRESAID COTJRT: 
I; 
I! p CO~ms NOW, Joyce L. Arndt, Administratrix of the estate of 
I! i: Edward George Strike, deceased, and respectfully represents: 
! ! 1. That., she is th~ duly qualified admin.istratrix of the 
! ; 
! . j; estate of Edward George Strike, having qualified in the Circuit 
Gourt of Stafford County, Virginia. 
2. That, on the 27th day of August, 1981, in Stafford 
County, Virginia, the deceased, Edward George Strike, was a 
pass~nger in a ::1otor vehicle beine; operated by Steven !\~ichael 
Russillo. 
3. At that t~::nc and place the Defendant herein was operating 
said motor vehicle in a W€sterly direction on River Road; and at 
the same time and ,lace a !!onda motor ,,~hicle was approaching 
from the opposite direction; and that under the existing and 
foregoing circumstances, Defendant was under a duty to the said 
Edward George strike to o~erate the motor vehicle that he was 
driving in an ordinary, safe and reasonably careful manner and 
to avoid any act of negligencn in the operation of said motor 
vehicln. 
4. Eotwithstanjing snid duty the Defendant herein did fail 
to keep .proper control of his vehicle and did cause said vehicle 
l:e was operating to cross (''rt::'r and enter the lane . o! travel of 
the oncoming Honda motor vehicle thereby causing the said 
vehicles to collide; and that as a result of the Defendant's 
negligence, Plaintiff's decedent suffered fatal and mortal 
injuries from which he died. 
5. The Defendant's acts ot.negligence in the operation 
of said motor vehicle were the sole proximate cause of said 
collision resulting in death to Plaintiff's decedent. 
1 
.. 
~VHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgr.1ent against the Defendant 
on behalf of the surviving beneficiaries or the deceased in the 
sum of Ol!E f·1IlrLION DOLlARS (:t; 1 ,ooo,ooo.oo) plus interest and 
costs for the following: (a) sorrow, mental anguish and solace 
which may include society, companionshi~, comfort, guidance, 
kindly offices and advice of the decedent; (b) compensat~on for 
.. reasonably expected loss of (1) income or the decedent, and (ii) 
: i 
services, protection, care and assistance provided by the 
decedent; (c) reasonable funeral expenses. 
TRIAL BY JURY IS DEl-lANDED. 
~obert c. 'layes 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
P.t. 4 - Box 766 
Stafford, Virginia 22551~ 
JOYCE L. ARNI11', Administratrix of the 
Estate of Edward George Strike, 
deceased 
By--------~~--~------------Counsel 
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ANSWER AND GROUNDS OF DEFENSE 
TO 'l'HE HONORABLE J. M. B. WILLIS, JR. & JOHN A. JAMISON, JUDGBS 
OF SAID COURT 
Comes now Steven Michael Russillo, by counsel, who 
files the following Answer ~nd Grounds nf Defense: 
1. He is without information to admit or deny 
the allegations set forth in Paragraph 1 of Plaintiff's Motion 
for Judgment concerning qualification on the Estate of Edward· 
George Strike and therefore denies the same. 
2. ·He denies the allegations set forth in Paragraphs I 
2, 3, 4 and 5 of Plaintiff's Motion for Judament. 
3. He denies he is liable to or indebted to 
/ 
Plaintiff in the amount sued for or in any amount whatsoever. 
I 
i. 
I 
i 
4. He alleqes that Edward Georqe Strike, plaintiff's: 
I 
decedent, himself was the operator of the motor vehicle involved ! 
in this accident. 
5. He alleges that Edward George Strike was guilty 
of contributory negligence which would bar him from recovery. 
I 
6. He reserves the right to use any other affirmative 
defense which is now available or may become available prior 
to or during the trial of the issues of this case, including, 
but not limited to, that of assumption of risk. 
·. 
7. He reserves the right to amend this Answer and 
Grounds of De~ense at any time prior to or during the trial of 
the issues of this case. 
And now having.fully answered, he prays that this 
3 
matter be dismissed with his costs herein expended • 
.u::;.._ ~2-t ~ ·---' 
STEVEN MICHAEL RUSSILLO 
by counsel 
Willis, Garnett, Braxton & Ashby, p.d. 
P.O. Box 7005 
Fredericksburg,Virginia 22404 
By: ld4-- M 
I certify that a true copy of the foregoing Answer 
and Grounds of Defense was mailed, postage prepaid, this 
25th day of Ma~ch, 1982, to Robert c. Hayes, Attorney at Law, 
Rt. 4, Box 766, Stafford; Virginia 22554, to John Randolph 
Stevens, Esquire, P.q. Box 38, Stafford, Virqinia 22554, and 
to John J. O'Donnell, Jr., Esquire, Siciliano, Ellis, Sheridan 
& Dyer, 1911 Fort Myer Drive, Arlington, Virginia 22209. 
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!BIB CAUSE came on to ~. he8Z'd upon motion ot Plaintitt, b7 cOUDSel, 
to ameDd. and reduce the Ad Dammz.clauae ot plaint:ltt'a motion tor jwigment 
.II 
to demand jwigment against t.hte detadant in the SWil of ~o Hlmdred ThOWiand 
Dollars ( $200,000.00); '• 
.,: 
ADd it appearing to the ·court .that said motion is proper, 
It is 'taluetow, ~, ADJtJDGim aDd DECBDD that the Ad Damznnn clause, 
be, and the same is hereb7 ~edt ad reduced to Two Hundred !hOWiaDd Dollars 
( $200,000.00), ill the. ~ far Jwi81118J1t h8ra1D.. 
umum this d f!) ~~June, 1982. 
t.\. . 
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LILL1AN 't. Kt'i~~.rt i 
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.. ; . MOTION IN ·LIMD~E 
. I! . .· 
. · i! .. ~ PL~SE TAKE NOTICE that, _rlaintif'f', by counsel, will move.· · 
ji this Honorable Court on /1 41'day of August, 1982, at the .. · .. 
. 11· . courthouse in '\f TA UO 4~ , ·Virginia, to rul.ei·:;· 
· :1 · on a .motion in limine on the admissibility of certain evidence· 
' . 
. j!. : in these proceedings: 
J. · 1. Plaintiff's decedent, Edward George Strike, was a 
., 
U .· ; passenger in the vehicle involved in this case and as such any· 
!, .· i 
1f . evidence of blood alcohol content in him would be immaterial· .. :,~· !. ; 
~~·: 
. ij . 
lj 
., 
·-~ 
. :! 
" 
·-u 
ii 
II 
and irrelevant• ... : .. · . . 
2. This case is a civil proceeding and as a matter ~w ... ! 
a Certificate of ... blood alcohol content is inadmissible. · .. ··.: ~ 
3. Defendant bas inferred that he intends to offer : : 6:-· · .. ,~ :~ . . ~- . 
ll evidence of the· p~ssenger decedent's blood alcohol content,_-.. · j~ 
h 
.· ~~1: . which ·evidence while inadmi~sible would b~ highly pre~u~icial, > L· ~1 · ·to the Plaintiff. --::::·~· .. ~:: · 1 h. . . . ... : 
:t · · WHEREFORE, Plaintiff moves the Court to prohibit and order· r. 
li . . . .. . ! 
H · Defendant from offering or making any reference to the matter.:·· ! ii -. . . . .·. :,;··.· .j. 
;! of blood alcohol content, if any, or proffering· any evidence.:·:~·_. ' .. ; 
-!! . in the form of a certificate of blood alcohol content. or .. ·:.-. ·. L 
~: : .. . 
-;! · otherwise. i .• . ' '• 
. : 
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1/. ~~ ·___.....,..,. ..... 
Hayes anrflolst 
Counsel for Plaintiff' 
Rt. 4 - Box 766 
Stafford, Virginia 22554. 
JOYCE L. ARNDT, Administratrix or :the ! 
ESTATE~ EDWAR_p GEORGE STRI~ · .. · . L 
by r~ 'L,. ... r 
Counsel •(: .· i 
::'·:.' 
~ .  ·.: ·. . 
I: 
I· 
·: . 
·: '! .·•!. 
. . . ' , . ~ . 
.. ........... ~ -·· ·•.• .·. ~,: .. l:.;;.~-:~::' · .. ::( 
CERTIFICATIOl'T 
. b 
'! 
I. 
. I, Robert c. Hayes, hereby certify that a true copy of the !·. 
foregoing motion in limine was mailed to H. Harrison Braxton,. Jr.;, 
315 William Str6et, Fredericksburg, Virginia; John R. Stovens, ! 
P.o.B. 38, Stafford, Virginia; Robert G. Hyman, Rt. 4 - Box 1~81 ,l 
Stafford, Virginia; and, J. Dean Lewis, P.O.B. 356, Stafford,; 
Virginia, on the 6th day of August, 1982. 
d~~---
P.o bert C. Hay~ 
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MOTION TO SET ASIDE JURY VEimrCT 
OR IN THE. ALTERNATIVE 
A MOTION FOR A NEW nuAL 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Joyce L. Arndt, .. Administratrix of 
Estate of Edward Geo~ge Strike, by Counsel~ and moves the Court 
o ~et aside the jury verdict finding for the Defendant, or in the 
lter.native to award the Plaintiff a new trial for the following 
and reasons : 
1. · That the verdict was contrary to the law and the 
vidence insofar as there was absolutely no evidence ~~ any contri-
utory negligence on the part of the decedent or any evidence that 
ere was an assumption of the risk by him. 
2. ·That the Plaintiff's motion to strike the defense of 
ontribut~ry negligence and or assumption of the risk at the con-
lusion of the Defendant's case should have been granted insofar 
s there was absolutely no ertdence which supports or justifies 
ubmission of these defenses to the jury and the court therefore 
in granting Instructions 1, 7, 11, 17, 18 and 19. 
3. Repeated ins~ructions on contributory negligence over-
the alleged defenses of contributory negli$e~ce and 
of risk. 
4. That the trial court erred in failing to instruct on 
of due care pursuant to Plaintiff's instruction 2; and 
Plaintiff's instruction 3, based on· the "Deadman's Statute.' 
5. That it was error to permit the testimony of the blood 
lcoholic content as to the decedent in this case for these reason~ 
(a) Said evidence was inadmissible as a matter of law. 
(b) Said evidence was inadmissible as a matter of law 
7 
~ fact in that no evidence was presented which rendered decedent' 
ondition relevant on either issue of negligence, contributory 
eg~igence or ass~tion of risk. 
6. That there were two instances of improper, unfair, 
d/or misleading statements· by the Defendant's Counsel in his 
losing argument, to-wit: (a) altho~gh "the decedent drank enough 
o get himself legally drunk;"· and (b) "the fact that the decedent 
ove on the lawn wa~ a good indication of alcohol." 
7. There is no evidence establishing that either defendant 
r plaintiff's decedent rode in the Mustang. vehicle on River Read 
n any occasion on the evening of August 27. 1981, except that 
coasion in which the accident occurred causing plaintiff's 
ecedent•s death. 
8. The Court erred 1n· gi~g Instruction No. 20, in that 
ere must bei ~an absence of negligence in the evidence to justify 
Here there was a prima facie case of negligence by defendant. 
perating the motor vehicle on the wr~g side of the dividing lines 
roadway. Such evidence excludes the use of Instruction No. 
9. A brief of Points and· Authorities will be submitted by 
eparate documeUt. 
WHEBEFOBE, the plaintiff moves the Court to: 
(a) Set aside the jury verdict as being contrary to the 
aw and evidence and/or in. the alternative; to· 
(b) Grant a new trial. 
JOYCE L. ARNDT, Administratrix of 
the ·Estate of Edward George Strike, 
By Counsel. 
~~-
By: . ··-
! 
8 
OLST & HARTSHORN 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
e First Virginia Plaza 
uite One Hundred Forty-two 
400 Arlington Boulevard 
alls Church, Virginia 22042 
BERr C. HAYES, ESQ. 
ute 4, Box 766 
tafford, Virginia 22554 
Certificate a·f s·ervice 
I hereby certify that a ~rue copy of the~foregoing MDtion 
o Set Aside Jury Verdict has been mailed, postage prepaid, first 
lass mail, to H. Harrison Braxton, Jr., 315 William Street, Fred-
ricksb~g, Virginia; ·John R. Stevens, ·P. 0. Box 38, Stafford, 
irgtni~, Robert G. Hyman, Route 4, Box 1081, Stafford, Virginia; 
d J. Dean Lewis, P. 0. Box 356, Stafford, Virginia, on the 3~ 
y of September, 1982. 
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MEMORANDUM OF OPINION 
This is in response to the written motion by Joyce L. 
Arndt, Administratrix, to set aside the verdict for the Defendant; 
or in the·alternative, to award the Plaintiff a new trial. I 
I have carefully considered each of the points made by 
Mr. Holst in his written motion on behalf of the Administratrix, 
and followed his oral argument closely. 
tS 
The·contention by the Plaintiff/that the verdict was 
contrary to the law and the evidence 11 insofar as there was 
i 
absolutely no evidence of any contributory negligence on the part; 
of the decedent or any evidence that there was an assumption of i 
risk by him". I cannot agree that there was "absolutely no 
evidence". There were indeed facts and circumstances, several 
of which I have searChed out in the transcript, which convince 
me that there was sufficient evidence for this point to be 
decided by the jury. The two pieces of evidence concerning the 
taking of alcohol from the cupboard and from the camper, and the 
fact that a car so similar to the one involved in which the 
decedent was a passenger, being driven in the vicinity of the 
accident, are circumstances which the jury properly were allowed 
to consider as tending to show both contributory negligence and 
assumption of risk. Even if it be granted that such evidence 
was slim, the court cannot now say that the jury did not properly 
ev·aluate it if it found the Defendant contributorily negligent. I 
Refusal ~ the Court of Instruction No. 3 was proper, in I 
view of other granted instructions which conveyed essentially the I 
same charge to the jury. Although Mr. Holst in paragraph I 
10 I 
numbered three of his motion states that "repeated" instructions 
on the subject of contributory negligence over-~mphasized that 
alleged defense and assumption of risk, I have re-read all of 
the instructions in the file and I do not feel that undue 
emphasis was given to these defenses. 
Regarding Mr. Boltz• position that the trial court erred 
in failing to grant Instruction X-2, seems to me to be without 
merit in view of the other granted instructions which clearly 
convey the same thoughts. Plaintiff's refused Instruction X-3 
· does not seem to be appropriate in this instance and I feel that 
the Court was correct in its refusal. 
The motion in limine before the trial, concerning the 
report of the blood alcohol test, was acted upon by the Court and; 
settled following ~ research of the subJect so I believe that 
paragraph numbered five of Plaintiff's motion is without merit. 
Regarding paragraph six concerning the two instances in 
the argument of defense counsel were, in my mind, just that, 
argument only and though there was no impropriety in such state-
ments the Plaintiff had ample.opportunity to counter such 
statements in argument which I recall he did. 
I have considered paragraphs seven and eight in the motion, 
both of whiCh points were argued b¥ Plaintiff's counsel and I 
find them also to be without merit. 
I will say without hesitancy that this was a most tragic 
accident: truly a heart-rending experience for the members of the 
decedent • s family. My personal sympathy for each of them is very 
11 
deep and I certainly understand their keen disappointment in the 1 
verdict. Yet a careful study of the pertinent parts of the recor 
convinces me that the unpleasant facts of the accident simply 
have to be faced: Here were two young boys sharing in the 
unfortunately common practice of fast and reckless driving, after 
having imbibed of alcohol. And even though it may have been out 
of character for the decedent to have been enjoying himself with 
such abandon, the jury obviously decided simply that in spite 
of its sympathy, evidence of contributory negligence and/or 
assumption of risk required them, in good conscience, to decide I 
I 
against the Plaintiff. I cannot say that the verdict was plainly; 
wrong or without evidence to support it and must relu;ctantly 
overrule the motion to set aside the verdict or to grant a new 
trial. l 
I 
1'. 
: 
I 
i 
I 
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Date: October 7, 1982 
F I L F D 
ClE.RK'S OffiCE 
oc 1 a 1982 
II 
I by 
Q.!DER 
This day, August 27, 1982, came the parties in person and 
counsel, and the defendant having heretofore filed his grounds 
of defense herein, issue is joined. 
Whereupon came a jury, to-wit: Howard Juggins, John T. 
1 Jordan, Sr., Mary L. Stolz, Debra L. Beebe, Gail R. Hall, Gerald I P. Robinson and Fallie B. Murphy, who were sworn to well and truly
1 
1
: try the issue joined and a true verdict give according to the I 
1
1 evidence and the law. 
I The evidence of the plaintiff was presented and at the conr 
elusion thereof the defendant by counsel moved to strike the i I evidence of the plaintiff on grounds stated to the recori, which 
I 
fmotion was denied and to which rulin~ of the Court, counsel for 
I . . If the defendant excepted; which exception was duly noted. lj Thereupon the evidence of the defendant was presented and , 
I at the conclusion thereof the plaintiff by counsel moved to strike! 
I ! 
I 
the evidence of the defendant on grounds stated to the record, 
which motion was denied and to which ruling of the Court, counsel 
I for the plaintiff excepted; which exception was duly noted. 
At the conclus.ion of all the evidence, the defendant by 
counsel renewed his motion to strike the plaintiff's evidence on 
grounds stated to the record, which motion was denied and to whichl 
I 
ruling of the Court counsel for the defendant excepted, and his j 
exception was duly noted. 
After receiving instructions from the Court and hearing 
.
1
. arguments of counsel, the jury retired to their room to consider 
their verdict and after some time returned into Court with the 
following verdict: 
"l-7e the jury on the issue joined, find in favor of the . i 
1! defendant aga_i~st the Plaintiff. John T. Jordan, Sr., Foreman". ' 
,, 
1.3 
l~ereupon the Court grants ten (10) days, until Tuesday, 
September 7, 1982 within which motions are to be filed by the 
Plalntiff, by counsel. 
Thereupon, Motions were filed by counsel for the Plaintif 
to Set Aside the Jury Verdict or in the alternative, a Motion for 
a New Trial, arguments on which motions', by counsel for the 
Plaintiff and the Defendant, were heard by the Court, and the 
Court being of the opinion that said motions were without merit 
and were therefore denied, to which ruling of the Court the 
Plaintiff objected and excepted. 
It is, therefore, _ORDERED that the verdict of the jury 
in fa~or of the Defendant and against the Plaintiff be, and the 
same is hereby, affirmed, to which ruling and the other rulings 
herein the Plaintiff aqain objects and excepts. 
ENTER: 
cyba.~~ Jl A. Jamison,VJ\ld9E! v . 
October 27, 1982 
1.4 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
The Plaintiff, Joyce L. Arndt, Administratrix of th# !!sl:a&a 
~.of Edward ~o~ge St~ike, h~reby. gives notice of appeal from the 
.. 
;;decree of this Court entered on October .27, 1982,. and further. gives, 
··: 
notice that the trial transcript covering the testimony and othe7: : 
. ; 
. ~·incidents of trial will· be filed, all in couipliance with Rule 5.:6 
;;of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia. 
i' ,. 
I JOYCE L. ARNDT, Administratrix of , 
the Estate of Edward George Strike,; 
Plaintiff 
By Counsel 
<· 
'· 
l ;; By: ·J~/ 
Elmer Holst,·. Cormsei 
~ ; 
. ;\HOLST & HARTSHORN 
:.counsel for Plaintiff 
;·One First Virginia Plaza 
. :: S~te One Hundred Forty-two 
: 6400 Arl~gton Boulevard 
:.ralls Church, Virginia 22042 
·'I d • i: an 
i. ROBERT .C. HAYES, Esq. 
· J Route 4, Box 766 
::Stafford, Vi;"ginia 22554 
I• t 
. !•By: ~-)>-....-......... ~-------;; Elmer Holst 
I' 
i ~ Certificate of Service 
~ ... ' 
:1 · I hereby ·certi·fy that a true copy of t;he for!!goi~g Notice 
:;of Appeal, has been mailed, postage prepaid, first class mail, to 
:H. Harrison Braxton, Jr.,. 315 William Street, FrederiCksburg, Va. 
· 22404; John R. Stevens, P.O. Box 38, Stafford, Virginia 22554; 
~,Jtcbert G. Hyman, Route 4, Box 1081, Stafford, Virginia 22554; and 
:; J. Dean Lewis, 'P. 0. Box 356, Stafford·, Virginia 22554, on tha 
·. \ ~-4-- day of November, 1982. • 
. , 
Elmer Holst:. 
1.5 
INSTRUCTION ____ ~~~--~----·---~~---
You shall find your verdict for the plaintiff if she has 
?roved by the qreater weight of the evidence that: 
1. 
.., 
... 
the defendant was neqliqent; and that 
~~e defendnat's neqliqence was the sole proximate caase 
of the plaintiff's decedent's accident and damages. 
You shall find your verdict for the defendant if: 
1. The plaintiff failed to prove either or both of the 
two elements above1 or if 
'·. 
2. the defendant has proved by the greater weight of the ~­
evidence that the plaintiff:' a. ·.decedent was contrib-
tC!)rj;1y. ·-·neqliqent.: &Dd that·: h.is.·~cont:ibutory :neqliqence 
was a proxi.."tlate cause of the :1ccident; or if 
3. the defendant has proved by the qreater weiqht.of the 
evidence that the plaint~ff'j·· ecedent assummed the 
r· 
risk of injurinq hima:elf. . ....... 
:16 
··~ 
·, \ 
'· 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
~ . 
I 
The term "preponderance of the evidence" does riot 
' 
necessarily mean the greater number of witnesses, but means 
the greater weight of all the evidence. It is that evidence 
which is most convincing and sat~sfactory to the minds of 
the jury. The testimony of one witness in whom the jury has 
confidence may constitute a preponderance. 
' .•. 17 
INSTRUCTION NO ._3_ 
"Negligence" is the failure to do what a reasonable 
and prudent person would ordinarily have done under the 
circumstances of the situation, or doing what such a person 
would not have done under the existing circ~tances. 
18 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
"Reasonable care" or "Ordinary care 11 is a relative 
term, and varies with the nature and character of the 
situation to which it is applied. The amount or degree of 
diligence and caution which is necessary to consti~ute 
reasonable or ordinary care depends upon the circ~tances 
and the particular surroundings of each specific case. The 
test is that degree of care which an ordinarily prudent 
person would exercise under the same or similar circ~tances 
to avoid injury to another. 
_.__: .. ---·· --~.----· ··-. - . __.. -·-·-...: -· . - - --- ----. --- - -- -
19 
INSTRUCTION NO. 5 
The "proximate cause" of an event is a cause which, 
in natural and continuous sequence, unbroken by any efficient 
intervening cause, produces the event, and without which the 
event would not have occurred. 
20 
. .. 
~ ·~ 
. ..-{ j s 
w 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
The fact that the vehicle driven by defendant was 
in the on-comipg traffic's lane of travel at the time of 
impact allows you to find for the· plaintiff.. The burden 
Qf going forward and producing evidence to your satisfaction 
that this collision was not caused by his negligence is on 
the defenda.at. 
21. 
T 
Where the defendant cla~s assumption of the risk 
as a defense, qe has the burden of proving by the greater 
weight of the evidence that the decedent, Edward G. Strike, 
fully appreciated the nature and the extent of a known 
danger; that said decedent voluntarily exposed h~self ot it; 
and that said decedent was killed as a result of the danger 
. 
assumed. Assumption of the risk may be shown by the defendant~\ 
/"\ evidence or by.the plaintiff's evidence. lo 
22 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
The court instructs the jury that if you find your 
verdict in this case in favor of the perso~al representative 
of Edward G .. Strike, Joyce L. Arndt, his mother, then you may 
specifically state in your verdict the amount or proportion 
of the award which each statutory beneficiary is entitled to 
receive. You may direct that the award be apportioned among 
some or all of the beneficiaries. The apportionment need not 
be equal among all beneficiaries, although, of course, the 
award may be equally divided among the beneficiaries if you 
deem that is fair and just. 
The beneficiaries are: 
Joyce L. Arndt, his mother 
John Patrick Strike, his brother 
Joy Lynne Strike, his sister 
Nonie Strike, his sister 
Jason Patrick Strike, his half-brother 
Nicole Marie. Strike, his. half-sister 
·-
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~ 
The driver of a vehicle has ·a duty to drive on the 
right half of the hig~way if there be no dividing lines or 
to the right side of any existing dividing lines on said 
highway. 
If defendant failed to perform this du£y, then he 
was negligent, and if,said negligence pr,oximately caused 
the death of decedent~ Edward G. Strike, then your verdict 
should be for the plaintiff. 
------ ··-· -· .. --.... --- .. --· 
~ -
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If you find your verdict for the plaintiff, then in 
determining the damages to which she is entitled, you may 
consider, but are not limdted to, any of the following which 
you believe by the greater weight of the evidence were caused 
by the negligence of the defendant as damages suffered·by the 
beneficiaries: 
(1) any sorrow, mental anguish, and loss of solace 
suffered by the beneficiaries. Solace may include 
society, companionship, comfort, guidance, kindly 
offices, and advice of the decedent. 
(2) any reasonable expected loss of services, pro-
tection, care, and assistance which the decedent 
provided to the benefi.ciar~.es. 
If you award damages, you may distribute these damages 
among surviving statutory~beneficiaries named herein: 
Joyce L. Arnd.t, his mother 
John Patrick Strike, his brother 
Joy·Lynne Strike, his sister 
Nonie Strike, qis sister 
Jason Patrick Strike, his half-brother 
Nicole Marie Strike, his half-sister 
']'":;"' ..1 /~ S l,i H'- ·4. • Ha :.. f-.~ ··rr:.:,.:_ 
If yo.u ·find your· verdict· for·· the plaintiff,· you sha:ll 
the 
award damages for reasonable funeral expenses to/Administratrix, 
.... 
Joyce L. Arndt.--
25 
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INSTRUCTION NO. _lJ_ 
When the Defendant claims contributory negligence as a 
defense, he has the burden of proving by the greater weight 
of the evidence that the pl~kntiff's decedent was negligent ·c 
and that this negligence was a proximate cause of the decedent's ~ 
injuries ~nd de.ath.• Contributory negligence may be shown by ~ 
the defendant's evidence or by the plaintiff's evidence. ~ 
\ 
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INSTRUCTION NO. . . I ~ 
The maximum speed limdt at the time and place of the 
collision was 35 miles per hour. 
If Steven Russillo was driving his vehicle faster than 
this limit, then he is negligent . 
. ·---~--- --- . ·----··----- ·-
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INSTRUCTION NO. ·_ ...... L=3 __ .-
The driver of a vehicle has a duty to use ordinary care: 
(1) to keep a proper lookout; 
(2) to keep his vehicle under proper control; and 
(3) to operate his vehicle at a reasonable speed 
under the existing conditions. 
If a driver fails to perform any one or more of these 
duties, then he is negligent. 
·. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. t4 
( 
You are ~ithe judges of the facts, the credibility of 
I. 
the witnesses, and the weight of the evidence: You may consider 
the appearance and manner of the witnesses on.the stand, their 
intelligence, their opportunity for knowing the truth and for 
having observed the things about which they testified, their 
interest in the outcome of the case, their bias,. and, if any 
have been shown, their prior inconsistent statements. 
While you have no right to disregard arbitrarily the 
believable test~ony of any witness, you may discard or accept, 
· in whole or in part, the testimony of any witness when you 
consider it in connection with the other evidence in the case. 
You are entitled to use your common sense in judging any 
testimony. 
From these things and all the other circ~tances of 
the case, you may determine which witnesses are more believable 
and weigh their testimony accordingly. 
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INSTRUCTION 
Any fact that may be proved by direct evidence may be 
proved by circumstantial evidence; that is, you may draw all 
reasonable and leqitima~l inferences and deductions from the 
evidence. 
§2.100 Virginia Model Jury Instruction 
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INSTRUCTION 
You must not base your verdict in any way upon sympathy, 
bias, guesswork or speculation. Your verdict must be based 
solely upon the· evidence and instructions of the court. 
§2.220 Virginia Model Jury Instruction 
31. 
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INSTRUC~ON ~ ~ 2' I 
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If you find from the evidence that both ~~a plaintiff's 
decedent and the defendant were neqliqent and that ~~eir negli-
qence proximately con~~ibuted to the accident, you may not 
compare the neqliqence of the parties. Any negligence of the 
plaintiff's decedent which was a proxL~ate cause of the accident 
will bar the plaintiff's decedent from recoverinq. 
' . 
. _____, 
- I 
cf 
() 1 
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~ I 
§6.020 Virginia Model Jury Instruction 
, ·I 
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INSTRUCTION _ __./=--. ___ 1_._8_ 
Contributory negligence is the failure to act as a reason-
able person would have acted for his own safety under the cir-
cumstances of this case. 
- ·--------
.. C--· 
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INSTRUCTION 
If you find by the qreater weiqht of the evidence that the 
plaintiff's decedent fully understood the nature and extent of 
a known danger, and if he voluntarily exposed himself to it, he 
assumed the risk of injurinq himself from that danfJer. The 
plaintiff cannot recover for injuries that proximately resulted 
from assuming the ris~ of a known danqer. 
/: 
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INSTRUCTION NO-r-2 0 
The fact that there was an accident and that the 
plaintiff was injured does not, of itself, entitle the plaintiff 
to recover. 
The plaintiff has the burden of proving by the greater 
weight of the evidence that the defendant was negligent and 
his negligence caused the plaintiff's injuries. 
35. 
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2. 
This appeal, however, is limited to ~~e consideration of 
assignments of erro~ Nos. 1 through 6 which read as follows: 
The trial court erred in that: 
1. It .refused to set the verdict aside and/or grant a new 
trial. 
2. It entered judgment for ~~e defendant where ~~e evidence 
was insufficient in law and fact to support the verdict. 
3. It permitted the introduction of the blood/alcohol 
content of the decedent. 
4. It failed to sustain the motion to strike the defense 
of contributory negligence and assumption of the risk. 
5. It permitted the jury to consider the defense of con-
tributary negligence and assumption of the risk when there was no 
evidence of either. 
6. It granted instructions on behalf of the defendant 
regarding contributory negligence and assumption of the risk, numbers 
1 , 7 , 11 , 17 , 18 and 19 . 
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VIRGINIA: 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE COUNTY OF STAFFORD 
---------------------------------~-------------------
JOYCE L. ARNDT, ADMINISTRATR.IX OF THE ESTATE OF 
EDWARD GEORGE STRIKE, Plaintiff 
vs. 
STEVEN MICHAEL RUSSILLO, Defendant 
. 
. 
. 
. 
-------------~---------------------------------------
Complete TRANSCRIPT of the motions and other 
incidents in the above styled case, when heard in the 
1 . 
Circuit Court of the City of Fredericksburg, Vfrginia, on 
August 24, 1982 ~ at 2:30 p.m., before Honorable John A. 
Jamison, Judge. 
APPEARANCES: 
I Mr. Elmer Holst, Holst & Hartshorn 
6400 Arlington Boulevard, Suite 142, Falls Church, 
Counsel for the Plaintiff; 
Virginia 122042 
Mr. Robert c. Hayes, Attorney at Law 
Route 4, Box 766, Stafford, Virginia 22554 
Counsel for the Plaintiff; 
Mr. H. Harrison Braxton, Jr., Willis, Garnett, Braxton & 
315. William Street, Fredericksburg, Virginia 22404 
Counsel for the Defendant. 
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any reference·~o a BAC or blood 
stipulate 
the n the other hand, 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
you have BAC on the decedent i 
was .09. I tbe relevancy at all. 
can't see one is contigent 
• 
Well, I 
possibility or robability 
there was not relevancy as 
two, but it's just a matter of 
saving professional witnesses• time 
forth and the Court's time, too. 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, 
see, we are ready to address this thing, the 
admissibility of the BAC later on in this 
afternoon's hearing, and if the Court wants 
me to go in~o that matter now, I will. 
it now. 
I I 
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29. 
I find, as I say, no authority in Virginia that 
permits the Medical Examiner, and maybe it's 
done every day, I don't know, but I can find no 
authority in this state that says that the 
Medical Examiner can take a blood test in 
connection -with .an automobile_ .. accident. case 
and the results of that test can be used in 
evidence against the person from whose body 
the blood was taken. 
Lastly, let me 
just cite something, Your Honor. 
a Virginia case. I am not going it is. 
s ALR 3rd, at 16 We are 
this matter 
it's action and I want to 
so Mr. Braxton is not 
misled. minute agreeing that 
the an accurate 
that at 
I don't know if it is or 
does says this in the following case: 
39 
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question the 
would be 
I saw him 
I did drink, etc., 
THE COURT: I think I 
have a little more ~rouble with it because it 
was not as much as .10, and that is the line 
of demarcation generally accepted as being 
under the influence, but you have a good 
question. Mr. Braxton, do you have any 
response? 
MR. BRAXTON: 
have a response. 
Maybe you 
. 
BRAXTON: I think tih1··.~.:.· 
by statu'te. 
some other ~ 
in another case sometime But I 
think that it's very important that bi 
40 
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Court Reporters 
1311 Princess Anne Street 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 22401 
Office: 371·5258 
he said he got it on 
I don't want the jury to hear initially that 
in addition to that there was a .09 found, 
particularly when this boy was the passenger. 
I 
contrary to anyone else here 
have found that any time there has 
indication of drinking supported b for 
e reason or another, this j y gets all 
the only 
Whether 
whether · 
Again I emphasize 
based upon 214, 
come into evidence~ 
y virtue of the test or 
took the test, 
and it•s to that 
the use of anr 
THE COURT: 
virtue of thej 
! 
results are 
that I 
BAC. 
going to make a ruling on that prior to t e 
41. 
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/ 
MR. BRAXTON: · ·: .. 'l 
still going 
What 
trying to do is trying 
on Y bootlegging . 
I 
Phillips • testimony an Phillips ! 
can testify to•the cause· of death, 
bootleg a whole bunch of other s~uff 
case. 
TBE COURT: Here • s what 
I am going to do to save time. I am sure I 
am correct on this. At this point, I am going 
to rule out the BAC test results and I am 
going to rule that you will have to prove the r~: 
cause of death by Doctor Phillips. 
but that's the only way I can do it. 
• i 
I 
I I am sorry,! 
I 
It may , 
be the reading will change my mind on the BAC, 
but as of now I h~ve ~o say that no, you cannot, 
introduce that, Mr. Br~xton, subject to 
42 
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~I ~~ 
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44. 
modification the morning of trial: 
Now, back to the 
question, and let's try to get together I 
since we are having this discussion, I 
I 
, because~ two. That part will be easily settl 
Steven Michael Russillo was the 
rating the Mustang. What you going to 
ut all of this Mr. Braxton? 
Just going 
Mr. Russillo is 
a minor. remember driving. Both 
and changing 
; ' 
drivers during the evening. I 
cannot, 
cannot admit 
it. e does not admit it. jury may well 
probably will find, was driving, 
he is a juvenile and 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
remember driving. He doesn't that both 
he and the.6ther man were driving durin 
evening, a.nd --
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ruled as it did. So I will allow his testimony 
as to the cause of death be read in, but the 
BAC will be excluded at least until the morning 
of trial. 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, 
in connection with the handling of the 
up there, I guess it's just a 
that I am concerned we go 
and at the day of trial 
that are objected 
and then 
when the into evidence, 
then 
i 
THE COUR1': ( interj~cting) · 
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It's just 
read. 
this point, wiU be excluded. •• r 
say I will rule more permanent we 
get there • 
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33. 
judge in that that 
So there is a rather 
which you will have to 
understood? 
Yes, sir. 
All right, so 
is asked, is an 
objection, I will rule on it based my 
understanding of that case, which I 
the ruling case in Virginia. 
Now, with 
respect to the drinking aspect, because I 
believe that in v·iew of the repeal of that 
statute, in effect, by the General Assembly, 
we are back where we were before that in the 
Mason case . 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, 
for the record, I voice an objection. We 
.; 
·--------------------
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L. S. TERRY, a 
witness, being called for examination by 
44. 
counsel for the plaintiff, first being duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. HOLST: 
Q Trooper Terry, would you state your 
name, please • 
A L. S. Terry, Trooper with the 
Virginia State Police. 
Q And how long have you been a 
trooper? 
A Six years. 
Q Were you on duty on August 27th 
of 1981? 
A That is correct. 
Q And what were your duty hours that 
day, Trooper Terry? 
A I was working from 11:00 p.m. at 
night to 7:00 a.m. in the morning. · 
-------------
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direct - Terry 
45. 
I 
I 
I 
Q And in connection with that evening, 
did you respond to an accident that occurred on or about 
11:00 on River Road ~n Stafford County? 
A That is correct. 
I 
! 
I 
I 
! 
i Q And what ttme did you arrive at th~ 
scene, Trooper Terry? 
A I arrived at the scene at 11:20 
p.m. 
Q And about what time did you get the 
call? 
A 11:11 p.m. 
Q Now, Trooper Terry, 
to your right. I am going to ask 
for us and I will ask by 
question what I draw. you step down 
16 !, to that blackboard, si 
) .. j 
NOTE: Witness 
1~ 
I will tell not 
, .. 
-· that ·this drawing is to •J: l.J.. 
., ' 
s any question, it's just a rough drawing. us 
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Road. 
NOTE: Witness 
i 
Trooper Terry, where you 1 
are. which direction is east an 
and south? 
A Okay, this is east, and this is 
west. This is the side of River Road that the Falmouth 
B~idge is on, U. S. Route l; and the Chatham Bridge is 
over here, U. S. Route 3. (witness indicating) 
Q Thank you. Trooper, how wide is 
that River Road? 
A River Road, at this point, is 
nineteen feet six inches wide. 
Q And is there any line separating 
the east .and west travels? 
A The no passing lines is separating 
the eastbound lanes and the westbound lanes. 
Q How many lanes go in each direction! 
Is it a one lane road? 
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A One lane road, correct. It's a 
lane road, one lane going in each direction. 
tw1 
i 
I 
Q What is the speed limit in that I 
area, Trooper Terry? 
A Thirty-five miles an hour. 
Q Identify for the jury what number 
two represents--this is number two--and what number one 
represents. 
A 
I 
The_ n~-~~-- ~ne represen.ts the Ford ~ 
Mustang. Number two represents the 1976 Honda car. 
Q And that essentially is the 
II 
12 :: location that you observed these cars upon your arrival 
13 .. 
at the scene? 
A That is correct. 
15 ! 
:-
:: Q Now, Trooper, they are about how 
., 
16 far off the road was the Mustang vehicle? 
.. 
li ~. A The rear end of the Mustang was 
lf\ :. approximately si·xteen feet off the side of the road and 
: ~ .. the front end was, I believe, twelve feet off the side of 
':'-. 
-···· the road . 
• , f 
Q Now, with respect to the Honda car, 
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48. 
which has been identified as number two, well, tell the 
jury about how much of that automobile was off of the lane 
of travel or how much was in the lane of travel. I 
I 
I 
A The right side of the Honda, there i 
I 
were four feet of the car still on the pavement on the rig~t 
side. On the left side three feet were still on the 
pavement and the rest of the car was in the ditch line 
itself. 
Q Now, Trooper Terry, what were the 
road conditions that evening? 
A The road was dry, not slick. 
Q Now, is there, Trooper Terry, in 
that area a ball field? 
A There is a ball field. The ball 
field is in this area here. (witness indicating) 
Q Would you mark A. 
NOTE: tvitness 
marking on blackboard. 
Q Are there any other landmarks in 
that area? 
A The river, of course, is south of 
i the ball field, that's all. ; ~ 
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49. 
Q Trooper Terry, is that section of 
. I 
the road level. hilly, or what? I I 
i 
A There is a hill that will • I contJ.nue 1 
I 
east on Route 607, but it's some distance on down the road.l 
I 
Q Would it be fair to say it·' s I level! 
6 :• 
o! in that particular area?. j 
7 Ji A That is correct. 
1
1 
I! 8 
:: Q With respect to the Falmouth Bridg~ 
1: I 
9 li I !l or Route 1, about how far did this accident occur from the · 
I· 
10 
t· 
~; 
,, 
11 li 
~ i 
;, 
12 
I 
13 
,; 
i· 
14 
15 
!: 
16 I I 
.. 
1'7 J· 
,. 
lS t. 
! ~-
~:: 
~l 
Falmouth Bridge? 
A 
Q 
• 
Approximately two-tenths of a 
Now, upon your arrival at the 
i 
i 
mile .l 
i 
scene!, 
l 
did you see anybody in and about either of the vehicles? 
}iR.. BRAXTON: I think we 
ought to keep it to the Mustang. 
1~. HOLST: All right, I 
will rephrase it. The objection is well taken1. 
Q Did you see anyone in and about the. 
~Ius tang? 
A Yes, I did. I saw George Strike 
laying on the righthand side of the Mustang. The right 
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I 
I 
I 
side of his body was in contact with the ground. His head I 
was facing in a westerly direction. His feet were facing 
in an easterly direction or pointing in an easterly 
direction. 
Q Would you describe his condition 
as you saw it. 
A . I checked at that time for any 
i 
I 
l 
! 
I 
signs of life and I did not detect any signs of life at tha!t 
point and time. 
Q 
the scene? 
A 
arrived. 
Q 
see Mr. Russillo? 
A 
Did you see Mr. Russillo there at 
He was not at the sc·ene when I 
I 
I 
! 
Did there come a time when you did · 
Yes, about 12:40 a.m. I arrived at 
Mary Washington Hospital and I spoke with him very briefly 
shortly thereafter. 
Q Was that the place where he was 
taken? 
A That is correct. 
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51. 
Q Do you know what happened to the 
Strike boy? Was he also taken there or do you know? 
I 
i 
I 
I 
A As I recall, I believe he was takeJ 
I • 
to Wilson Smith's from the scene. 
Now, when you talked to Russillo 
at the hospital, would you describe his condition at that 
time. 
A 
i 
He appeared to be coherent. He ha~, 
as I recall, a scratch or abrasion on his forehead, but he 
was conscious and he did speak with me very briefly. 
Q Did you ask him at that time who 
the driver of the vehicle was? 
A Yes, I did, and he identified 
himself as the driver, although he could not give me anything 
about the accident, give me any statement or anything. He 
did not recall, in fact, what happened. 
Q Have you ever seen Mr. Russillo 
since that time? 
A Yes, I spoke with him August 30th 
at his residence· and again he could not recall any of the 
events leading up to the accident. 
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52. 
Q What, if anything, did he say with 
respect to whether or not he was driving? 
A Basically the same thing. Of 
course, that morning I don't think I questioned him in 
that respect as to whether he was the driver or not. 
Q Did there come a time when you did 
question him with respect to whether or not he was the 
driver? 
A I think several days later I may 
have said something to him about being the driver. I 
Although, again, I did talk to him at Mary Washington I 
Hospital and I was being guided ~y what he said that night~ 
I 
I 
Q And at that time he said he was 
the driver? 
A That is correct. 
Trooper Terry, you 
to. 
NOTE: Witness 
now stand. 
you at the 
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Q 
54. 
Trooper Terry, what part of the 
Mustang was damaged and what part of the Honda was damaged 
A The right side of th~ Mustang was 
damaged, extensive damage to the right side; and the left 
front fender and grill area of the Honda was d~~ged. I 
Q Were either of those cars driveable 
after the accident? 
A No. 
Q Do you know what· happened to the 
cars after the accident? Did you have them towed away? 
A I did have them towed away. 
Q Trooper Terry, were there any 
witnesses to that acc~dent, to your knowledge? 
A Yes, there were two witnesses to 
the accident. i 
! 
i 
Q Just identify them for us, please.; 
I ... 
A A Mr. ~\Iillard H. Snellings, III, 
and Brian Dickinson, all of the Falmouth and Fredericksburg 
area. 
Thank you . 
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Q Now, Trooper Terry, in 
photographs and in connection with diagram 
here, those are what have this 
general area that correct? 
A That is 
Thank you. 
Your Your Honor, I 
have ions of Trooper Terry. 
Cross 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BRAXTON: 
Q Trooper, you described in some 
detail a scene and some photographs that you had taken 
of the scene. This is really a rough draft of what the 
scene looks like,. is it not? 
A That is correct. 
Q Because, River Road, although it 
---·--- ...... _. __ ------ -- ·-· 
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67. 
was dry on this particular night, has a high crown, is a 
curving road, and has ditches running up virtually to all 
sides of the road. 
A That is correct, there are ditches 
on both sides of the road. 
Q And the road is a crown road and 
a winding road, is it not? 
A There is a curve one hundred and 
fifty feet_east of where the two vehicles came to final 
rest. At the exact location where the vehicles came to 
final rest, the road at that location is fairly straight. 
Q But in the direction that the 
Mustang apparent~y came from the road is rather curvy 
in that direction, is it not? 
A There is a curve there. 
Q Did you find any evidence that the: 
vehicle coming in this direction may have gone off the 
road back in this area? 
A· Yes, I did. There were ninety-three 
feet of tire impressions on the right shoulder in the 
direction that the Mustang was going. The tire impressions 
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were made by the right rear tire and once the Mustang 
returned to the highway, there were sixty-two feet of 
skid marks that led up to the point of impact. 
68. 
Q Did these tire impressions start 
on the road or on the ditch? 
A In the ditch. 
Q So, did you, therefore, conclude 
that the Mustang went into the ditch up here prior to --
A That is correct. 
Q When o examined the Mustang, didi y u I 
! 
l you find any unusual thing about the lights in the rear? 
A No, I did not. 
Q Did you check the rear ·lights? 
A I did not turn the lights on to 
examine them in that respect • 
• 
16 .j Q Trooper, in Plaintiff's Exhibit 
1'7 
! Number Eleven there is a photograph, I believe, showing the I 
lS i 
l interior of the car as well as the decedent. Did you 
:~ 
inspe.ct the itl.terior of the car and find anything unusual 
~r, 
within the ca-r? 
• I 
-· 
A Yes, I did. 
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69. 
Q What did you find in the car and 
what is depicted in that photograph? 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, 
can I approach the bench? 
THE COURT: Certainly. 
MR. HOLST: Thank you. 
I 
Mr. I 
Holst and Mr. Braxton and Mr. Stevens approac~ 
I 
the bench, which conference is not reported. I 
I Q Could you tell the jury what you I 
I 
found in the car, which is depicted in that photograph 
that is relevant to this case. 
A In the back of the Mus~ang in the 
floorboard I found a cooler and in the cooler there was 
a bottle of St. Ramie Napoleon Brandy that had been 
opened in back of the car. 
Q Trooper, I hate to jump around. 
I'd like to go back to one other thing that you brought 
out concerning the tire marks, the marks that you observed 
starting in the ditch over here. What type of marks were 
these marks that you observed coming out here? 
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70. 
MR. HOLST: Mr. Braxton, 
if you are going to ask him about skid marks, 
why don't you ask him where the skid marks 
were. 
MR. BRAXTON: That would 
be fine. 
Q Could you show the type of skid 
marks and what type of skid marks you found. 
NOTE: Witness 
now leaves the witness stand. 
A There were tire impressions on 
the right shoulder in this area indicating that the 
vehicle had ran off the shoulder, ran off the road onto 
the shoulder; and as the vehicle returned to the paved 
portion of the highway, there were sixty-two feet of skid 
marks going in this direction made by the right tire. 
There were a hundred and six. feet of skid marks on the 
paved portion of the highway that paralleled those marks 
made by the right tires. These marks led up to the point 
of impact into the. left lane in the direction that the 
Honda was going. 
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Q Can you explain to the jury a 
difference between brake marks and friction marks. 
A Brake marks are marks that are 
made when the driver applies his brakes very abruptly. 
The friction marks, what we refer to as scuff marks, are : 
I 
marks that are made by the tires as a vehicle, say, rounds! 
i 
a curve and it's going .too fast and it starts sliding on I 
I 
I 
the pavement itself. They are not as heavy as the brake j 
marks that are usually laid down when a driver applies hisl 
I 
brakes. 
Q 
marks? 
A 
indicating that the 
i 
I 
Were these brake marks or f . . I r1.ct1.onl 
These marks were brake marks 
driver applied brakes prior to the 
I 
i 
I 
I 
1 ~ point of impact. I did not see any friction marks. 
16 Q Could you tell where the brake 
li marks started? 
lS A The brake marks started back in 
this area, well back in this area, once the vehicle 
returned to the highway for the right tire. Now the 
brake marks for the left tires started back here where the 
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vehicle initially ran off onto the shoulder. (witness 
indicating) 
Q Were there any marks prior to 
where the car, you determined the car had run off the 
shoulder? 
72. 
A There were no brake marks prior 
ii 
; li that point. 
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MR.. BRAXTON: Thank 
THE COURT: 
• 
you may step down. 
MR. 
Mr. Braxton? 
Yes, sir. 
REDIRECT 
BY MR. HOLST: 
Trooper Terry, you there· 
found in the car. Did anybody 
any of that liquor in your presence it 
in there? 
---~--·------------------------------_.;~-
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you can. 
You can stay 
back up 
WILLARD H. SNELLINGS, III~ 
a witness, being called for examination by 
counsel for the plaintiff, first being duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
12 BY MR. HOLST: 
H Q Mr. Snellings, would you state your 
t5 full name, please. 
; ~ 
16 A Willard H. Snellings, III. 
t• 
. ' Q Could you speak 
IS Billy Snellings? 
l·· A 
.. 
.. Q Billy? 
... 
-· No, sir, 
Q Billy, how old are 
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A 
Twenty-two. 
And are you 
Not right now. 
Stafford County 
i Q Billy, directing your attention i 
I 
to August 27th, 1981, at about 11:00 p.m., were you in thel 
I 
vicinity of River Road? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And is River Road that road that 
goes between the Falmouth Bridge and Route 1, I mean, 
Falmouth Bridge and Chatham Bridge? 
Billy? 
A Yes, sir . 
Q Are you familiar with that road, 
A Yes, sir. 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, 
could I have him use that blackboard to see 
if he can identify the scene. 
THE COt.JRT: Yes, you cau 
go over there~ 
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direct - Snellings 
Q Billy, can you identify that . 
scene there? Take your time. 
A Yes, sir. 
Q All right, is there a ball diamond 
in that general area? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Where is the ball diamond? 
A Located just over here beside 
car two. (witness indicating) 
• 
MR. HOLST: I wonder, 
do we have a pointer, stick, or something. 
Q Billy, can you reach up there? 
A Yeah. The ball diamond is located; 
right up here. (witness indicating) 
Q And the river is where? Here? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Okay, now, Billy, about 11:00, 
as I indicated, did you witness an automobile accident 
while you were in that area? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And ca~ you indicate, Billy, where 
-·----- .. -· ---
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77. 
were you when you witnessed this accident. I know you 
moving about a little bit. I am not trying to make it 
uncomfortable for you, Billy. 
A I was located about right in here.J 
(witness indicating) i 
Q Right in this general area here? 
·A Yes, sir. 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, 
if the Court will permit me, could I mark 
an A here so the jury can follow? 
t-1R. BRAXTON : The jury 
can see where he pointed generally. It's not: 
to scale anyway. 
THE COURT: He can mark 
it. 
Q Where should I put the A? 
A Here. (witness indicating) 
Q And that's where you were? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q. ~fuo was with you? 
A Brian Dickinson. 
Q Now, Billy, could you kind of, 
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78. 
when you testify, so the jury can hear you, now, Billy, 
would you tell us, just step back here, and would you 
use that and tell us what you observed in connection with 
this accident. 
A Well, I was standing at the point 
that you have marked. Me and ~z. Dickinson were talking 
after the ball game, and at that time a car came from 
Chatham Bridge heading to Fa~outh Bridge. It was a 
Mustang and it went off, the passenger side went off the 
edge of the road. When it did, it lost control, came 
across the road, hit another car, and ended up in the 
parking lot. 
Q Now, do you drive or did you at 
that time, Billy? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q How fast was that Mustang going, 
in your opinion? 
MR. BRAXTON: I object to 
the opinion on tha part of the witness, 
unti~ something, a little bit more of what 
he observed prior to the --
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I' ,, 
79. 
jl I 
1 11 THE COURT: (interjecting~ 
,! I 
2 II Yes, you have to ask him a few more questions! 
3 
'1' ii for foundation. 
4 ,I Q Where was that car when you first 1
1 
rl 
observed the Mustang? I 5 li ,, 
,. 
6 !! :: A When I very first observed it, 
I· 
.. 
I 
• !: 
•' 
H 
8 'I J, 
1: 
!I 
0 II II 
li 
it was heading from Chatham Bridge to Falmouth Bridge. 
i L . Q What point, if you draw a straight: 
I 
line across the road here where you we~~, an tmaginary link 
-----·---·· ! 
. ~ I; 
lU F 
: 
right straight across, about how far from that imaginary 
o; 
!. 
11 !! line would it have been from it that you first observed 
! ~ 
i 
12 !: the Mustang? 
,. 
13 '· A I'd say two hundred fifty yards. 
!-t Q What were the weather conditions? 
l~ A It was clear. 
Hi Q Had it been raining? 
·-~I A No, sir. 
18 Q Are there any lights illuminating 
!C that ball field? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Were those lights on or off at 
that time? 
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i! 
t1 
.! 
itself? 
A 
Q 
A 
At the time of the accident 
Yes, sir. 
They were off. 
80. 
Q Billy, are there any other lights,: 
~ ~ 
:· I ., 
8 :, !. 
! 
n 
9 •• 
" :I 
.: 
'I 
!li 
.: 
r 
I 
~ . 
11 
,• 
I ~ 
12 ,. 
i 
: 
13 ' 
, .. 
. . 
: ... 
... 
-· 
i 
street lights, on this road? l 
A There is one that is further back 
up this way. (witness indicating) 
Q Is there any obstruction between 
where you were and when you first saw the Mustang? 
No, sir·. 
Q Is that road level at that · 
particular spot, the accident· scene? 
A Basically level. 
Q What kind of road is it, Billy? 
A Two lane road. It's kind of 
narrow, didn't have much for shoulders. 
Q Now, Billy, what drew your attention 
first to the Mustang immediately prior to the accident? 
A Brakes. 
Q And could you tell us, tell the 
--·---- --··-----------------------------------------
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81. 
jury when you first heard the brakes about where this car 
was located. 
A When I first heard the brakes, 
the Mustang was located about at the entrance of the 
parking lot of the ball diamond. 
Q When you first heard the brakes, 
then this Mustang would have been in what area, Billy? 
A Now, this is the accident itself? 
Q Yeah, the accident scene. 
! 
10 .. A Oh, when I first heard the brakes, 1 
! 
11 ,. the car was back down over where finger is here. I your ! 
.. 
12 Q Let me mark a B here. Is that 
where it was? Would that be pretty accurate? 
A Um-hum. 
Q Then what route did ·the car take 
1 ~ after you first saw it at this area B? 
]";' A When I first seen it at that area,· 
I 
....... it had started coming across the road itself and went 
across the road and cut three of the -- they got like 
telephone poles to mark the parking lot itself -- it had 
cut three of them down. 
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Q 
Billy, 
outline from the 
to mark off River 
Q 
involved also, 
Where were the 
here? 
Yes, sir, 
not? 
Yes, sir. 
in here, the 
come across 
Honda vehicle 
i 
I 
I 
i 
! 
Q Did you see prio1:' 
i 
accident? 
A No, sir. 
Q i"'-· Now, again, Billy, would you kind 
of show us the route that you observed, the route that it 
had taken before the accident itself. 
A Well, it was coming from the, at 
that time, Chatham Bridge down River Road. When I first 
turned around, I heard gravel rustling. 
Q Is this about the area, that B 
you have indicated? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Go ahead. 
------· --------·---··----·-------------------------
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I 
After I heard the grav~l rustling,! 
me and Mr. Dickinson turned around and heard the brakes 1 
Q 
of a car coming across the road. 
A Where did you first hear the 
brakes? Just show me. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
A Basically right in here. (witnessi 
indicating) l I 
Q I Put a C. That's where you first 1 
I 
heard the brakes? ! 
! 
A Um-hum. 
Q Then what route did the car take 
after.you heard the brakes? 
A It come across the road in this 
direction. (witness indicating) 
Q Did you see the impact itself? 
Did you see the accident, the cars collide? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Where were the cars when the 
impact took place? 
A The impact took place? 
Q Yes. 
-··-----·-·--·· -·--·-----
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II i; 
I; 
a4. I 
.. 1 ,, 
I! 
The Mustang was sitting about in A 
2 1: here facing the parking lot. The headlights were shining 
.. ,. 
I. 
3 ;i .on me and Mr. Dickinson, and the Honda car was coming up 
!I 
I. 
this way toward Chatham Bridge. (witness indicating) 
Q So when the impact took place, 
... place in this lane, is that correct? 
:: 
; I A Yes, sir. 
a j1 
~ I 
Q That is this 
li 
9 I· ,. across the Where did the cars come to a 
1! 
}i.l rest, Billy? 
11 
., 
.. A About positioned 
I 
at! 
I 
;. 
i' 
1~ now, this being 
1~ ~: Q 
i 
at a number one 
that is drawn on the 
A 
1~ Q r two, you are saying 
that is 
lS (interjecting) that 
Honda car. 
Q Billy, could you estimate 
~1ustai1g· when you first observed it? 
·------· ------·--·-·-----------------------
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lj ,. 
J! I I 
onor, i ~ ! ( 
:1 1-lR. BRAXTON: 
•! 
'I 
i 
.. 
~ ~ 
•; 
f: 
.. 
:' 
:. 
I 
•. 
'1 
!' ;r 
I' 
•' 
!, 
:i 
' 
~; 
,. 
!; 
he has testified 
and just going across 
the officer testifie a hundred and 
six I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
COURT: (interjecting~ 
in view of 
heard the brakes 
per hour. You 
ask him if it was or medium, 
or something general, but I 
could tell you the speed. 
MR. HOLST: 
Your Honor, thank you. 
Q Billy, how would you characterize 
the speed of the Mustang? Was it slow, fast, moderate? 
A Fast. 
Q Do you know the speed limit in 
this area? 
A Thirty-five. 
_______ .. ____ -·-------·------------------- -------
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Q Was it faster than that? 
A Yes, sir. 
MR. BRAXTON: Object to 
that. Counsel knows that --
THE COURT: (interjecting~ 
i 
Well, just a minute. You got a problem with \ 
the fact the vehicle was slowing down all 
this time. I think it would be proper to 
ask him if at any point it was exceeding the 
thirty-five. 
Q Was he, in your opinion, 
the speed limit? 
exceeding I 
I 
i 
i 
A Yes, si-r. I 
THE COURT-: At 
Q At any time between 
point Billy, 
where would you 
A where the Honda car 
had rested. 
About here? 
A Yes,· sir. 
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Q 
do? 
A 
the Mustang. 
Q 
Mustang? 
A 
88. 
After the accident, what did you 
Me and Mr. Dickinson ran over to · 
l~at did you observe about the 
I observed a young man laying 
outside the passenger door, which they have already 
marked up here, and I looked in the car and Mr. Russillo 
was moving around. He asked me was his buddy all right. 
I said everything would be all right and that's when 
Mr. Dickinson left and went over to the Honda car and 
looked at me and told me to get a rescue squad. 
Q When you first saw Mr. Russillo, 
where was he seated or where was he in that car? 
A His feet were by the gas pedal 
and accelerator and the upper half of his body was over 
·toward the passenger side of the car. 
Q Did you see Eddie Strike in the 
vehicle? 
A He was not in the vehicle. He was 
laying beside it. 
·----------·------------------------------------------..... ------------·.--.------.--..... --
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Q Did you ask Mr. Russillo if he 
2 was driving or did he indicate to you that he was driving? 
3 A No 1 sir. 
4 Q What was his condition at that 
5 i! time? 
6 
i; 
t ~ A Mr. Russillo? 
., 
I; 
i .: ,, 
li 
8 :I L 
Q Yes, sir. 
A He had some cuts on him. To me 
;: 
9 ii 
!' it appeared like he might have been in minor shock or 
10 ,, 
II q 
I• 
11 I! . , 
;I 
something, because he was really dazed. He wasn't really 
for sure . 
il 
t: I~ ;. Q When you first saw him, he was in 
ii 
13 I! !: the location you previously cited. Did there come a time 
: 
1~ when he got out of the car? 
1:. A Yes, sir. When I returned from 
,. 
'· II 
l€ calling the rescue squad, I had gotten back, parked the 
l~ car, ana he was out of the car then. 
1~ Q Did you talk to him at that time? 
i ... 
A Yes, sir, I asked him -- he was 
standing --
Q (interjecting) No, did you talk 
to him at that time? 
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A Yes, sir. 
Q But you don't know how he got out 
of the car, though, because is it your testimony, Billy, 
when you last saw him, he was in the position you just 
said, his feet on the pedal, body kind of lying over towar~ 
I 
s L 
!! 
·' 
9 :t 
" 
10 
.. 
11 ·= 
.. 
!' 
. 
'., I 
..... li !: 
ii 
1~ li 
t· 
• I 1, 
r •' 
.. 
!lj 
1"7 
l~ 
lc 
the passenger side, is that correct? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And at that point you imcediatel 
help, is that correct? 
A Yes, sir. 
Did you ever 
whether or the driver? 
A No, sir. 
Q Just stay 
I 
I 
I 
I 
where you are. Billy, the Mustang! 
back here by area hear the engine? 
A Yes, sir. 
Could you s what it sounded 
like. 
A It was revved up like, 
lots of revolutions, a high rate of speed. 
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in 
JURY IN 
to the 
99. 
The jury 
are seated 
(continuing) 
Q Mr. Snellings, you alluded to the 
jury the first time that you saw this vehicle you pointed 
out a place on the board. Would you again point out that 
to the jury where you first saw this vehicle. 
A The very first time I witnessed the 
vehicle it was toward the entrance of the parking lot of 
the ball diamond. 
Q What were the circumstances? When: 
did you observe the vehicle and what were the circumstance~ 
of that? 
A The very first time, the only 
reason I really paid any attention to it, because it locked 
its brakes up. 
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100. 
Q Now, wou d you please tell the 
jury in which direction the vehi le was going at the time 
and what called your attention t it. 
A The very first time I seen it, it 
was goi~g from Chatham Bridge to Falmouth Bridge. What 
made me notice the car, I was st out in the parking 
lot, ana it came by. When it by, he applied his 
brakes. I thought maybe he miss d the entrance. 
Your Honor, 
I thought this was hat we were talking abouti 
I 
in regards to my ob ection. 
THE COURT: Well, this 
is his witness now. He is cross examining. 
MR. HOLST: All right. 
Q Now, he ·ocked his brakes. Did 
you observe the car at that time. 
A Caught a glimpse of it, didn't 
really pay much attention . 
Q Were the ball park lights on at 
that time? 
A Yes, sir 
---·--·------
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ii 101. :: 
i: cross - Snellings 
.. 
• ! j! 
Q Did you notice anything about the 
car that called your attention to it? I 
A I really didn't pay much attentionf 
! Q About how long was this before the; 
i 
·; 
5 
•: 
;, accident? 
5 :· A I'd say maybe forty minutes. 
' ., 
•: 
Q Did the car come to a complete 
ii 
8 :' 
stop at that time? 
,. 
9 'I 
A No, sir. 
Q Dia you happen to see the vehicle 
11 :! 
again during that evening? 
1:! 
A Yes, sir. 
1~ 
Q When was that and what called your. 
attention to the car at that time? 
A It was about ten to fifteen minutes 
later and the same thing called my attention to the car. 
l' Again it had applied the brakes by the entrance to the ball 
15 
diamond and it never completely stopped. It just kept 
going down the road and that's when I turned and looked and 
seen it was a Mustang. 
Q Did you notice anything unusual 
.about it at that time? 
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A 
Q 
A 
Q 
102. 
I believe it had a taillight out. 
Did you notice the color of it? 
Blue. 
When you observed the car the 
second time, what called your attention to it? 
A The brakes. 
Q Prior to hearing the brakes, did 
you hear anything else unusual? 
A No, sir. 
Q When you saw the car the first two 
times, were you able to determine who was driving that 
vehicle? 
A No, sir. 
Q Between the second time that you 
saw the vehicle and the third time that you saw the vehicle 
when the accident occurred, how much time elapsed? 
A About twenty minutes. 
Q Do you know where the car went 
during that period of time? 
A No, sir. 
Q Wa.s there time to change drivers? 
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cross - Snellings 
A 
I 
Q 
103. 
Yes, sir. 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, 
When you saw the vehicle come backl 
the third time, what first called your attention to the 
vehicle? 
A The engine. 
Q When you looked up, where was the 
car when you first actually saw it after hearing it? 
A When I first actually seen it is 
about where they marked on here point C. 
Q Prior to that, did you notice any 
traffic or anything going in the other direction? 
A No, sir. 
Q Had there been any other traffic, 
would you have noticed it or not? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q When you examined the car after 
the accident, did you check the taillights in the car? 
A No, sir. 
Q How did you satisfy yourself that 
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cross - Snellings 
the car that you saw at the accident was the same car 
you observed ewice before that? 
A Like, when I went to call the 
104. 
rescue squad and the police to inform them, when I came 
back, I noticed when I pulled back down River Road behind 
the cars, that the taillight was out. 
Q The same taillight was out that 
you observed earlier in one of the earlier passes? 
A Yes, sir. 
MR.. BRAXTON : 
the cross examination. 
All right, 
you 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Q Billy, I thought you indicated that 
you didn't check the taillight after the accident, is that· 
correct? 
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redirect - Snellings 
A I did not intentionally. When I 
pulled up, I just noticed that the taillight was out.-
Q But there was a lot of damage to 
that back area. 
A Yes, sir. I 
i 
I Q Could you tell whether the taillight 
I 
was out by virtue of the accident or beforehand? I 
A Not really. When I pulled out, 
I noticed it had -- it was out. 
Q You just- assumed? 
A Um-hum. 
Q Now, Billy, in connection with 
these questions that Mr. Braxton asked of you, you couldn't 
see who was in the car, is that not correct? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Isn't it, therefore, true that the. 
! 
' 
occupants on the first trip may not have been the same 
people that were on the third trip, if it was the same car? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Billy, as a matter of fact, are you 
absolutely sure that the car you saw on the first trip and 
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!; · redirect - Snellings 
!• 
li 
!i 
:: 
1 
n 
the second trip was the same car you saw in the accident? 
!r 
2 I ~ A To the best of my knowledge. 
!' 
I 
I• 
3 
.. 
.I I. 
1: 
Q Are you absolutely sure? 
'I 
4 !I A As far as I can remember it 
11 
5 ,. same car. 
e Q Billy, was Mr. Dickinson, you s 
i with you at that time? 
i: 
8 i· jl A Yes, sir. 
:i 
II 
9 :r Q When he saw this 
• 
i'J somewhat area where 
1! I were talking 
lZ to each other. 
13 Q Billy, I just 
to! noticed that I have 
. -· I didn't mean that. from the road roughly 
16 where you were 
17. A I'd yards. 
Hi 
A hundred and Now, 
'.-
is twenty feet, would indicat 
scene itself or from the place where you 
vehicle? 
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A From the accident 
where where the vehicles 
that? 
Q what you mean by 
the for~y yards? 
A Um-hum. 
And again 
that same area during 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Billy, you indicated the lights 
were on on what you thought was the first trip. 
A Om-hum. 
Q You indicated the lights, you are 
talking, I assume, about the ball park place, is that not 
correct? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Do the ball park lights illuminate 
that road or do they go that far? 
A They just go that far. 
Q But even with that you couldn't see 
who was driving? 
--------·---------------------·-------
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redirect - Snellings 
A No, sir. 
108. 
Q With the exception of the brakes, 
3 1; there was nothing unusual, was there, between the first 
,! 
II 
4 ~~ trip and the second trip? 
~ : 
A No, sir. 
6 Q As a matter of fact, Billy, I 
i ·· think you said that on the first run you only got a 
,. 
s ~i glimpse of the car, is that not correct? 
i, 
9 : A Um-hum. 
10 I Q How long did you keep it in view 
11 or is just a glimpse is a gltmpse? 
A Just a glimpse. 
1·: .. Q And the second time did you keep 
t~ it in view any period of time? 
·A Yeah, about, maybe five seconds, 
1.:; watched it go down the road. 
Q But its lights were out? 
1 ,. ... A Um-hum. 
Q No illumination on the road? 
A No, sir. 
MR. HOLST: I have no 
further questions, Your Honor. 
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109. 
THE COURT: All right, 
anything further? 
RECROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BRAXTON: 
Q Mr.· Holst has asked you about 
memory. I believe you were involved in an automobile 
accident -~~ortly after this, were you not? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q There is nothing in that that 
affected your memory, is there? 
A Not that I know of. 
THE COURT: All 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
j 
yourl 
! 
believe it's time for lunch 's twelve: 
l 
Any need to . Snellings any 
BRAXTON: No, sir, 
not 
You are free 
to leave. 
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accident scene. 
until 1:00 
Dickinson. 
Court isl 
After which, all I 
with the jury I 
matter continues 1 
I 
! 
l 
All right. 
WILLIAM BRIAN DICKINSON, 
a witness, being called for examination by 
counsel for the plaintiff, first being duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. HOLST: 
Q Would you state your full name, 
please . 
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direct - Dickinson 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
W~lliam Brian Dickinson. 
What is your age? 
Thirty-seven. 
And what's your employment? 
112. 
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il 
li 
5 II 
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I' e :: 
A 
Q Dickinsln? 
Drywall finishing. 
And where do you.live, Mr. 
I 
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A Stafford, on Route 17. 
Q Now, with respect to August 27th, 
1981, were you in the vicinity of River Road in Stafford 
County about eleven o'clock p.m.? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Now, while you were there, did you 
observe an automobile accident? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Now, Mr. Dickinson, 
there? 
Yes, sir. 
Q want to, Mr . 
Dickinson, step 
Just to make 
things easier, would you west so 
he can identify the way. 
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other. 
The chalk is 
Put E on 
MR. HAYES: Excuse me, 
may I suggest that you turn the blackboard. 
The gentleman in the corner can't see what 
you are doing up there. 
MR. HOLST: I'll stand 
over here. 
Q All right, now, Mr. Dickinson, 
13 :! where were you when you saw this accident? 
: ~ 
H• A I would have been standing about 
1
' : right here in the parking lot. (witness indicating) 
,-
.. 
Q And that's to the right of point 
A that's already marked? 
A Yes,sir. 
Q And you indicated parking lot. 
What parking lot is that, Mr. Dickinson? 
A The parking lot for the ball field. 
on River Road. 
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direct - Dickinson 
Q 
the road itself? 
A 
Q 
going east and west? 
A 
Q 
A 
_____ q __ 
114. 
About how far is that point from 
- A hundred feet. 
Now, is River Road a two lane roadj 
I 
Yes, sir. 
It's macadam, 
Yes, sir. 
·-And -it. s got 
I 
blacktop surface? I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
a double yellow line ! 
! 
i 
that separates the lanes? 
MR. BRAXTON: Objection 
to leading, Your Honor. 
MR. HOLST: Well, Your 
Honor, I am trying to hasten this up a little; 
bit. 
THE COURT: Well, it is 
leading. 
Q Is that correct, Mr. Dickinson? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Does the ball diamond have any 
lights? 
--------------·------·--------------------------
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A 
Q 
Yes, sir. 
With respect to the accident 
itself, were those lights on? 
A No, sir. 
115. 
Q Now, are there any other street 
lights in the area? 
A I don't think so. 
Q Now, Mr. Dickinson, west goes to 
Route 1 Highway to Falmouth Bridge, is that correct? 
A Yes. 
Q And the east goes to Chatham 
Bridge, right? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Now, was there anyone else with 
you when this accident happened? 
A Billy Snellings. 
Q Was that Billy that was in the 
wheelchair? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Now, Nr. Dickinson, what did you 
observe with respect to this accident? 
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direct - Dickinson 
A Well, I heard this car coming 
116. 
from towards Chatham Bridge heading towards Falmouth with j 
I 
the engine revved up like he was going at a high rate of i 
I 
I 
speed. j 
' Q Would you point on this board here: 
i 
about which area you saw --
I 
I 
A (interjecting) He would have been; 
coming this way. We could hear him at first, and when I 
noticed him, I heard tires cry, then I heard gravel like 
a car had run off the edge of the road. 
Q Where did you first hear -- i 
. I 
MR. BRAXTON: (interjectibg) 
I 
Now, could counsel quit pointing out. Let 
the witness do the pointing out. I think the: 
witness can do a11 of that. 
MR. HOLST: Let me just 
say something here, Mr. Braxton. I had been 
kind of told during lunch that I wasn't 
speeding this case on and it's kind of going 
a little slow, so I am trying to help him out. 
MR. BRAXTON : He can 
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testify himself. 
117. 
THE COURT: These are 
just orientations, but if you can get him to 
point rather than you. 
MR. HOLST: All right. 
Q When you first heard that roaring 
noise, point out on· the blackboard· where that was. 
A He would have been back up the 
road pass the ball field when I first heard him coming. 
Q About how far would that have been: 
I 
i 
from the ball field? I : 
A A quarter of a mile. And we heard\ 
i 
it coming at a high ~ate of speed by the engine sound, and: 
! 
when I heard the tires cry and the gravel, he was about, 
about the middle of the ball field, which would have been 
right back in here. ·(Witness indicating) 
Q Would you just mark a little a, 
oh, A, B, C mark. Mark it G, if you want to. 
A It would have been back here 
somewhere when I heard the tires cry. (witness indicating) 
Q Could you see him at that point? 
··--------------------------------
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A No, I really didn't. 
118. 
When I I 
! 
heard the tires cry, I looked up and I saw the lights ~ere: 
headed-toward the parking lot, instead of going down the 
road, and that's when I first caught sight of the Honda ca~. 
It looked like it was almost at a stop when he hit him, and 
it was just a split second when I saw the headlights and 
the two cars collided. 
Q When you first 
would that have been at 
No, it would 
here a little 
Q 
headlights. 
He would 
Q Now, would he have been 
travel? 
A He looked like he was crossways 
of the road, the way I looked at it, because his headlights 
were shining this way. (witness indicating) 
Q Would he have been straddling the 
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119 • 1 
direct - Dickinson 
yellow line, the double line? 
A It looked like it to me. 
Q Could you estimate his speed at 
that time? 
MR. BRAXTON: Objection. 
We have been through that before. 
I 
I 
i 
l 
r 
THE COURT: Well, I think: 
that's a .little different in view of the 
previous testimony. Just ask h~_whether 
he can categorize . 
MR. HOLST: All right. 
Q Would you say when you first saw 
the car, first saw the car, not the noise, would you 
categorize his speed as slow, fast, or moderate? 
A Fast. 
Q Do you know the speed limit in that 
area, Mr. Dickinson? 
A I think it~s thirty-five. 
Q Would he have been going faster 
than thirty-five? 
A Yes, sir. 
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Q 
120. 
Then show the jury the.path of 
travel that this Mustang took. This is a Mustang? 
A Yeah, it was a Mustang. He came 
across the road like this. He struck the Honda. The 
of the parking lot. 
Q 
• 
direction was the Honda going? 
A Headed towards Chatham Bridge. 
Q Had you seen the Honda prior to 
impact? 
A No, sir. 
Q Did you see the impact? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Where did that impact take place? 
A Right here on the edge of the road. 
(witness indicating) 
Q Could you indicate that to be where 
the D is or tha two is? 
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A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
like he wasn't moving. 
Q 
121. 
Right here. (witness indicating) 
Or the upper portion of the D? 
Yes, sir. 
Did you see the speed of the Honda~ 
I 
No, when I noticed him, he looked 1 
Did you have an occasion to 
I 
' !
whether there were any tire marks made by t 
vehicle? 
A No, sir. 
You didn't 
A No. 
Q have been kind 
of at an angle coming 
A 
Q going 
toward --
Yes, sir. 
Did there 
a rest? 
A Yes, sir. 
·-··-·-·--·---------------------------------..--
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123. 
direct - Dickinson 
.. 
Q How much of the Honda would have 
been on that lane? 
A On the pavement? 
Q Yes, sir. 
A About half of it. The front 
wheels were down in the ditch. The Mustang, when it 
stopped, it was headed back towards the road on an angle. 
The back end would have been back here. (witness indicatin~ 
Q 
A 
lot. 
Q 
But completely off of the road? 
Yeah, it was over in the parking 
I 
i 
I 
About how far would that have been: 
l j 
from the edge of the road, Mr. Dickinson, where the Mustang 
came to a rest? 
A Twenty feet. 
Q Then after the vehicles came to a 
rest, what did you then do or what did you then observe? 
A Well, I walked over to the Mustang: 
first and the Strike boy was laying on the ground beside 
the car and I looked at him and then I looked in the car 
and I talked --
--------·-·--·----·------·---------------------------
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124. 
' Q (interjecting) Before you do l 
that, what was his condition, the Strike boy, at the scene~ 
A I thought he was dead. 
Q Go ahead and then you did what, 
you looked inside the car? 
A I looked in and spoke to Mr. 
Russillo and asked him was he all right. 
Q You say Mr. Russillo, is that the 
man seated there at counsel table? 
A Yes, sir. 
MR. HOLST: Let the 
record show it's Steven Russillo. 
Q Where was he seated or where was 
he in the car? 
A He was lying across the passenger 
seat, but sitting kind of on the console, and his feet were 
under the driver's side. 
Q Did you talk to him? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did you ask him whether.or not he 
was the driver? 
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A 
Q 
Yes, 
What 
sir. 
was his 
A He said yes. 
125. 
response? 
I 
I 
Q Have you ever spoken to Mr. Russillo i 
at any time after that evening? 
A No. 
Q Mr. Dickinson, were either the 
Honda or the Mustang driveable after the accident? Could 
either car be driven? 
A I wouldn't think so. 
Q Then what did you do after you saw: 
! 
Mr. Russillo there, if anything? What did you then do? 
A Walked around to the Honda and 
tried to open the door, but it was jammed and the driver 
was laying over in the seat, so I tried to talk to him, 
but all he would do is moan, so right away I told Billy to 
go call the rescue squad. 
Q Now, Billy, meaning Billy Snellings? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Going back to the Mustang now, was 
the driver's door ever opened? 
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i' ,, 126. 
~ ~ direct - Dickinson 
ii 
~ : 
~! A No, sir. 
.. Q Could you open it? 
:• A I didn't try. The passenger door 
.. 
was already open. 
Q Did there come a time whe~ Mr. 
Russillo left his position in the car and went outside the: 
car? 
.. 
,, A Yes, sir. 
Q How did he do that? 
.. 
A Just got out. 
' Q Did you see him do this? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q What was his condition at this time? 
A He could talk and -- but he seemed: 
dazed. 
Q Did you see any visible marks of 
any injury? 
A No, sir. 
Q Were you pretty close to him? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did he appear to be incoherent? 
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direct - Dickinson 
A 
was going on. 
Q 
127. 
i 
I 
No, he seemed to understand what I 
I 
Did his responses to your questions 
I 
seem to be intelligent responses? I 
A Yes. 
MR. HOLST: Just a 
moment, Your Honor. 
Q How long were 
accident scene? 
Probably an half. 
of time, did 
you keep Hr. come a time 
when you left the 
A in view until the police 
arrived. 
Q And how after the accident 
did the police arrive? 
I guess twenty twenty-five 
minutes. 
Q Did you ever go back to t · 
Mr. Dickinson? 
---·--·- ·-·-· ·----·------
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130. 
SRQS S iL"ifiiitd'I9M 
i¥ MP ii'X'E9N: 
Q Mr. Dickinson, you may be seated 
up in the chair. 
NOTE: The 
witness returns to the witness stand. 
Q You were playing softball this 
particular evening? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And Billy Snellings was playing 
softball with you? 
A (nodding head) 
Q When did the game finish up? 
A I don't know. I'd say around ten.; 
Q You have two or three games during· 
the course of the evening? 
A Yeah, they usually have four. 
Q How many games did you play that 
evening? 
A One. 
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ii cross - Dickinson 
:· 
I 
j, 
,. 
:. 
: 
I; 
: 
,. 
!· 
Q How about Billy Snellings? 
A He should have played one. 
Q Was anyone else around other than 
the rwo of you? Anybody else stick around after the game? 
A One guy stayed around £or a few 
minutes, but he didn't stay long. 
Q You were sitting over there in the 
parking lot. What were you doing? 
A Just standing around talking, 
drinking a couple of beers. 
Q While you were standing there, did 
you notice anything unusual? 
A Well, if you are talking about 
this car coming through --
MR. HOLST: 
Your Honor, could I approach 
All right . 
NOTE: Mr. Holst, 
Mr. Mr. Stevens now 
bench, not 
reported. 
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132. 
cross - Dickinson 
Q Mr. Dickinson, how long had you 
and Mr. Snellings been seated over there again in the 
parking lot? 
A Probably an hour. 
i 
I 
I 
·I 
Q During the course of that time, dia 
you have occasion to observe this automobile at anytime 
-; i: other than the time of the accident? !I 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Would you please tell the jury whe~ 
1u you saw it and what called your attention to it . 
.. 
11 !: A Well, just when the last game had 
·, 
l: 
.. 
:· 
ended, just before they turned the lights off, this car 
1~ i: 
came down the road headed toward Falmouth Bridge, and 
when it got right at the entrance to the ball field, he hit 
his brakes and let the car slide, and then he took off; 
and awhile later, the same car came back, and when he got 
right at the ball field, he did the same thing, he hit his. 
brakes and let the car slide almost to a stop and then 
took off again; and then later when he came back, is when 
he hit the Honda. 
Q Now, what makes you sure that this 
is the same car? 
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I A Well, it was the same year Mustang 1 
dark color, and it had the left taillight burnt out. [ 
cross - Dickinson 
:' 
,I 
3 ': 1: 
•' ,I 
Q Do you know who was driving the 
-4 f; car on any of the occasions other than the last occasion 
~; 
'5 
·; that you observed? 
15 A No, sir. 
j Q Is it just as likely that it could 
S .. .. have been one as the other? ,, 
'! 
9 ! 
.. 
. : 
A Yeah. 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, I 
object to that . 
THE COURT: The objection 
is good because it's his own witness. The 
jury will disregard that speculation. 
Q Do you know who was driving on 
either of the other occasions that you observed the car? 
A No, sir. 
Q When you first observed the car, 
were the lighting conditions any different than at the time 
of the accident? 
A Yes, sir. 
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134. 
!l cross - Dickinson 
. ~
I; 
.. 
: 
'I 
turned off. 
Q How were they different? 
A The lights to the field had been 
I 
I 
I 
I 
MR. HOLST: I misunderstood. 
You say on or off? 
THE WITNESS: Off. At 
the time of the accident they were off. 
Q At the time you first observed the· 
car the lights were on? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did you hear the motor prior to 
the brakes being applied on either of the other two 
occasions, the first two occasions you saw the car? 
A No, sir. 
Q How far did the car slide when it 
braked on the first occasion? 
A The first occasion? 
Q Yes, sir. 
A Maybe thirty feet, twenty or 
thirty feet. 
Q The second occasion how far did the 
car slide? 
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cross - Dickinson 
A I'd say the same distance. 
135. 
Q Did you observe the course of the 
slide either the first or the second time? 
A The second time it just slid 
straight down the road . 
Q How about the first time? 
A Well, the first time it didn't 
draw attention until we heard the brakes, the tires 
squealing, and I thought maybe at first somebody had 
pulled out in front of the car, but the second time through 
there wasn't anything on the road. 
Q Nothing to cause him to brake the 
second time through? 
A No, sir. 
Q The first time you just don't know· 
whether there was anything there or not? 
A I didntt see anything. 
Q The third time it came through did 
you see anything in the road? 
A No. 
Q 
eeHti:~tg? 
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cross - Dickinson 
Q 
A 
drinking. 
Q 
alcohol around? 
A 
Q 
A 
137. 
By "dazed" what do you mean? 
He acted like somebody had been 
Did you see any evidence of 
Yes, sir. 
Where? 
One of the troopers took a fifth 
bottle out of a cooler in the back seat. 
MR.. BRAXTON : 
That's all. 
right, you 
Braxton. 
Yes. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
Q Mr. Dickinson, how much time elapsed, 
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138. 
redirect - Dickinson 
assuming this is the same car, answer these questions on 
the basic assumption, how much time elapsed between the 
first trip and the second trip? 
A Fifteen, twenty minutes. 
Q Now, you indicated that you and 
Billy first heard or what drew your attention to this 
automobile, again for the sake of argument we'll say it's 
the same one, was it the screeching of the brakes, is that 
correct? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Like it was something in the road? 
A (nodding head) 
Q Did you examine the road at that 
!~ time to find whether or not there was something in the road? 
. -
.' A 
Q 
No, sir. 
Now, you indicated that you then 
1
-; thought it was the same car on the second trip. 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And the car braked again, is that 
not correct? 
A Yes, sir. 
·-···· -·-
4
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redirect - Dickinson 
Q 
is that not correct? 
A 
Q 
139. 
But it kept going straight ahead, 
Yes, sir. 
Did you examine the road at that 
5 " occasion to find out whether or not there was something in 
l' 
;; ., the road? 
"j I A No, sir. 
.: 
Q Now, I think you testified that 
as to the first trip, again for the sake of argument, the 
I' 
three trips, the lights were on. 
·' j: 
a A Yes, s;i.r. 
Q Could you see who was in the 
13 automobile on the first trip? 
!..;. A No, sir. 
Q With regard to the second trip, I 
think it was your testimony the lights at that time would 
have been off, is that correct? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did you see who was occupying the 
vehicle at that time? 
A No. 
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redirect - Dickinson 
140. 
Q Now, Mr. Dickinson, in all these 
occasions you still remain kind of in the area what has 
been previously marked on the blackboard as A, is that not 
correct? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q How close did you get to Mr. 
Russillo in talking to him? Were you real close? 
A The width of the car. I was 
standing at the door and he was laying across the ·seat . 
Q Was that the time when you talked 
to him about whether or not he was the driver? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Now, you indicated that he acted 
kind of drunk to you. 
MR. BRAXTON: He didn't 
say that. He said drinking. 
Q What were your words, Mr. Dickinson? 
A I said dazed like someone who had 
been drinking. 
Q Oh, I am sorry, I thought you said 
the word drunk. Did you see him drinking anything? 
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redirect - Dickinson 
A 
Q 
anything? 
141.· 
No. 
Did you see anybody else drinking 
A No, sir. 
Q Did you see this what you called a 
whiskey bottle? Did you see it? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did you take it out or did you see 
it was the bottle tha-t--'tl:'ooper Terry had? 
A I don't know which trooper it was. 
One of them picked it up out of the back floor. It was 
sitting in the cooler. 
Q Did you see it in the cooler? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Do you know how long it was there? 
A Sir? 
Q Do you know how long it was in the 
cooler? 
A It had been there the whole time, 
I guess. 
Q Do you know when it was placed in 
1.17 
--
142. 
redirect - Dickinson 
the cooler? When it was in the car? 
i 
3 ~. 
9 •· alcohol on 
!: 
1! :: 
I 
1~ !' 
l:i 
1~ 
A No, sir. 
Q Do you know who owns the bottle? 
A No. 
MR. HOLST: 
Your Honor. 
Q Were you close enough to M 
determine whether or not there was odor of 
I have no 
Anything 
further? 
. BRAXTON: Yes, sir. 
RECROSS EXAMINATION 
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146. 
"Q Doctor, your name is Frederic A. 
Phillips and you are the State Medical 
Examiner locally? 
A Yes. I represent Dr. Wiecking in 
the Counties of Stafford, Spotsylvania., and 
the City of Fredericksburg. 
Q How long have you been in this 
position of State Medical Examiner? 
A Since August of 1972. 
Q And during that period of time you 
have had, have you not, occasion to perform 
autopsies and other such work in your office 
of that nature? 
A No, that is not correct. I do not 
perform autopsies. 
Q You do not? 
A No. 
Q What is the nature of your duties? 
A The nature of my duties is to 
determine the cause and manner of death, 
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direct - Phillips 
147. 
insofar as can be done without an autopsy. If 
autopsy is required or necessary in my 
opinion, then the body is sent to Richmond or 
Fa~rfax. 
Q In this case that we are here on, 
the case of Edward G~orge Strike, you had 
occasion to examine him? 
A I did, indeed. 
Q What was your determination in 
examining Edward George Strike? 
A Mr. Strike was a young man that 
was found dead at the scene. He was -- do 
you want me to go into the details? 
Q Yes, sir. 
A As I recall, although I did not 
make notes, I recall it was a two-door Ford. 
That's the best of my recollection. He was 
lying outside the car on the passenger side of 
the vehicle. I made the assumption he was 
the passenger in the car and that is only an 
assumption. Mr. Strike was dead at the scene 
1.20 
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149 •. 
1: !! direct - Phillips 
L 
.. 
accident and that was from Trooper Terry. 
Q And upon that history your·medical 
:: and physical cause of death was the broken 
I. neck? 
~ ,I 
A Yes. It was compatible with that 
history. 
i 
•I Q Thank you. That's what I wanted to 
8 
'• know, if it was compatible with that." 
.MR. BRAXTON: There 
some conversations in the record as 
11 there are any questions of 
Phillips. There is Your Honor, 
1 ~ 
..... Phillips is 
qualified. 
All right, you 
can 
Let me point 
Excuse me, what page are you on? 
MR. HOLST: I 
1.22 
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direct - Phillips 
I am t alkias aao'ala pas a 7 u 
150. 
.. Q Do you have in your records, based 
on your findings, any certificate of deatli or; 
any other papers? 
A No. I don't maintain a copy of the 
certificate of death. I do maintain a copy 
of the blood alcohol. 
Q Let me point this out to you. Do 
you have a copy of this? 
A Oh, indeed. That is the CME-1. 
That's my report, yes . 
Q Your report? 
A Oh, indeed, I have a copy." 
MR. BRAXTON: 
omitted. Move to line 11. 
"Q 
that 
Yes, sir. 
Q What was that? 
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153. 
direct - Phillips 
had to have two sheets. 
Q I see. So, the 
Plaintiff's Exhibit One, page two, is 
of this report, correct? 
A That is corre 
Q bear your signature? 
A 
That's all we 
have. 
Cross 
12. 
Doctor, you really have any 
idea of your own knowledge as to young 
George Edward Strike was a passenger 
driver of the vehicle, do you? 
A No, I do not. 
Q You mentioned in your direct 
examination a matter of blood alcohol. 
A I mentioned that because you asked 
me what paperwork I maintain. I neglected to 
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154. 
mention CME-1. You asked if I had a copy of 
the death certificate and I told you that I 
only have a copy of blood alcohol. I do not 
maintain copies of death certificates. 
Q Doctor Phillips, what records do 
you keep or did you keep concerning the blood 
alcohol test? 
A I had a copy of the blood alcohol 
sent to me by the Bureau of Forensic Science. 
Q Did you draw blood from the 
decedent? 
A I did, indeed. 
Q When and where did you do that? 
A That was done at the funeral home. 
It's never done at the scene. It was done at 
the funeral home and sent under my signature 
to Richmond. 
Q Was it done in the manner prescribed 
by the Chief Medical Examiner? 
A Absolutely. 
Q Would you tell the Court how that 
is done. 
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cross - Phillips 
A Well, yes. I have a container 
155. 
supplied to me by the state and I use a clean 
syringe and a clean needle. I usually make a 
direct cardiac puncture and attempt to draw 
blood from the left ventricle. The blood is 
put directly into the tube, sealed by me, 
labeled by me, and mailed by me. 
Q Was that done in this case? 
A Indeed it was, as in all my medical 
examiner cases. 
Q Did you get a result from that 
examination? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q What was the result of the blood 
alcohol? 
A The result of the examination 
recorded the blood alcohol as 0.09 percent 
ethanol by weight, by volume. 
Q What does that mean? 
A That means this individual was not 
legally drunk in the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
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cross - Phillips 
156. 
Q What does that mean as far as his 
status of intoxication? 
A That would mean to me he has had a 
couple of drinks. 
Q How many drinks? Do you have any 
idea? 
A That would depend on his weight, his 
age, and his acclimatization to alcohol. 
Q As a sixteen year 
that be? What is your practice 
Pediatrics. 
As a 
of 
A 
The next 
Your Honor, was to and I 
not request that it be read. 
THE COURT: All 
skip that. 
"Q Does that result mean that 
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157. 
sometime prior to the accident the decedent 
had ingested alcoholic beverages to some 
degree?· 
A I believe that to be correct. 
MR. BRAXTON: Thank you. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. HOLST: 
Q Doctor, when you send this vial of 
blood or container of blood to Richmond and 
you obtain a re~ort back from Richmond, is 
that correct? 
A That is correct. 
Q What happens to the blood? Does it 
remain in Richmond? 
A Well, usually what would happen 
I don't know how long they would maintain 
what is left of the sample. They use most of 
the sample in doing the test. 
Q Other than to you, who else would 
have a copy of this report? I see it was mailed 
to you. 
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158. 
redirect - Phillips 
A Yes. 
Q Is there any copy mailed to a 
Court, any Court? 
A Not that I am aware of. It may be 
obtained by the state police officer. 
Q But to your knowledge, as far as 
this report is concerned, you are the only 
person who received a copy of it? 
A This particular letter was 
addressed to me, but this is indeed a copy, 
not an original. 
Q That copy is what you received? 
A This is all I ever receive and I do 
not make these copies available to anyone. 
Q Incidentally, Doctor, do you know 
J. C. Valentour? 
A Sure. 
Q And do you know M. F. Fierro? 
A Sure do. 
Q Are they local? 
A No. These are both Richmond-type 
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159. 
li 
( 
redirect - Phillips 
!I 
I 
'I 
; 
:· 
' 
people. Fierro is Doctor Fierro and she is a , 
.. 
~ female. 
.. 
3 .. 
~I 
Q And Valentour is a Ph.D and not an 
' 't M.D., is that correct? 
5 A That's correct. Valentour is 
,.; spelled V-A-L-E-N-T-0-U-R and Fierro is 
i spelled F-I-E-R-R-0. It is Doctor Fierro 
R and that has been established rather firmly 
9 .. in the local Courts. 
,., 
..... MR. HOLST: I'm through. 
i.l 
12 RECROSS EXAMINATION· 
lJ BY MR. BRAXTON: 
:.; Q Who is Doctor Valentour? 
;.·. 
A Doctor Valentour is the toxicologist 
~; employed by the State Commonwealth Lab. 
Q His duties are to examine blood 
::: samples and other samples sent to him by the 
Nedical Examiners of the State, by the Chief 
.. 
Medical Examiner and other departments and 
laboratories of the State? 
A Yes, that is correct. 
--------- ··-· -·-----·----·-·-----
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Joyce Arndt 
Q Mrs. Arndt, who is that? 
Eddie. 
And that•s 
Exhibit 
referring/' 
-~d. 
226. 
5 ' A / 
D 
1" 
! 1 
12 
13 
1": 
. ' 
! ·~ 
, ~ 
-
lS 
. 
. 
.. 
.. 
Q 
A 
have no 
_,j 
was tha -,9 taken? 
,/: 
~ /r, his senior picture. 
HOLST: Thank you. I 
All right, sir, 
examine. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BRAXTON: 
Q Mrs. Arndt, I believe you saw your son 
the morning of the accident. The last time you saw him was 
the morning of the accident, wasn't it? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you have a liquor cabinet in your 
house? 
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cross - Joyce Arndt 
A I didn't hear the question. 
227. 
Q Do you have a liquor cabinet in your 
3 house? Do you have a place where you keep whiskey? 
A Yes. 
Q After the accident, did you find 
something missing from that cabinet? 
'7 A We found a bottle of brandy that had 
0 been given to me to make a fruitcake with was missing. 
9 i. Q Did you have a bottle of champagne 
1:"• that you recall? 
1 .. No. 
!~ Was that Ramie Martin the same 
.. ; type of brandy in the 
- A it was. 
: -, All right. 
~ :.. t. 
All right. 
MR. I have no -- pardon 
me Let me question. 
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require the 
232. 
question, 
some things 
so I have to overrule 
strike. 
MR. BRAXTON: Your Honor, I 
have as my first witness Hr. Valentour. Before 
I bring him in, we will be calling just a little 
out of order. Do you have any objection to that? 
MR. HOLST: No, I have no 
objection. Again, Your Honor, this objection 
·that I have had with regard to the BAC remains 
throughout this trial. 
THE COURT: All 
The motion 
Call ~1r. 
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234. 
JAMES COLLINS VALENTOUR, a 
witness, being called for examination by counsel 
for the defendant, first being duly sworn, 
testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BRAXTON: 
Q Doctor Valentour, would you, please, 
for the record and ~or the jury's benefit give your full 
name and your occupation. 
A James Collins Valentour, I am a 
toxicologist for the State Crime Lab, the Bureau of 
Forensic Science, in Richmond. 
Q How long have you been so employed? 
A A little more than six years now. 
Q To become a toxicologist, what training 
do you have? 
A I have a bachelor's degree in chemistry 
and also a Ph.D in organic chemistry, plus almost six years 
of experience before I came to Virginia in forensic toxicology.; 
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Val en tour 
Yes, I believe I have ab 
ago. 
236. 
years1 
3 II Q concerning blood j; 
• II :! 
5 I' !I I, 
I! 
6 !i 
II 
I~ j II I! 
li 
li 
alcohol analyses time? 
A sorry? 
Have you testified the 
alcohol analyses made by you, 
s ij A Yes, sir, many times. 
1·~------------------------------------------~ 9 .. JL II 
'~ Q Calling your attention to this case, !I 
10 : ~ ~I the case of Eddie George Strike, did you have occasion to 
11 :I 
:[ 
lr 
:1 
have submitted to you by Frederic Phillips, the Medical 
1~ !! 
" 
Examiner of Stafford, a blood sample taken from Edward 
II 
II 
13 !I t George Strike? 
14 ~ i 
l ~ A Yes, sir. 
i; 
·-h.l Q When was this submitted to you and howJ 
1: 
i. 
16 A It was received in our laboratory on 
l 
'· 1'7 I 9/1/81, and it comes to us by way of the Medical· Examiner's 
lS Office, which is located below our laboratory. 
4~ Q Are there procedures set for drawing 
-.. blood and submitted blood to you? 
, 
A That's correct. 
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237 • 
direct - Valentour 
Q Were these procedures followed, to your 
knowledge? 
A To my knowledge, yes, they were. 
Q Did you have occasion to examine a 
sample of blood from Edward George Strike received from 
Doctor Phillips? 
A I supervised the analysis of alcohol 
and I reviewed the results and signed the report in this 
. 
case. 
Q Would you please tell the jury 
findings as to the 
HR. HOLST: I 
this. I think that h stated 
that and obviously 
he didn't, the analysis. 
Let me go back . 
Q done in your 
department? 
Yes, sir. 
Did you observe 
A I don•t recall actually observin 
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direct - Valentour 
BY (continuing) 
242. 
THE COURT: All right. 
What tests were the. 
blood this blood? 
A The type s a gas chromate-
graphic 
drinking alcohol, and r volatile substances 
such as wood alcohol, 
Q done? 
A 
Q mechanical 
printout or of this or is 
the result rson doing the 
test? 
There is a mechanical pr·ntout. 
Q Do you have a mechanical pr·ntout 
A I have a copy of some of my note 
. . 
case, that's all. 
Q What do the results of your examination 
------------·--·---------------------- -- -- ···--·--· -------· .. 
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243. I 
direct - Valentour 
show the blood alcohol of Edward George Strike to be, sir? 
i 
i 
A · The results were . 09 percent by weight, 
by volume. 
Q Are you aware of the State statute 
concerning intoxication? 
A Driving under the influence? 
Q Yes. 
A Yes, sir. 
Q How does that fall within the State, 
that statute? 
A Well, .10, which is .01 percent higher: 
than the present level, the person is presumed to be under 
the influence, however at concentrations of .06 percent to 
.09 percent there is neither presumption of intoxication 
or lack of intoxication, impairment. 
Q At .09 percent, in your 
there an impairment? 
Your Honor, I 
Well, you have to 
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age and so forth before that would be 
I think the objection is·good at this 
MR. BRAXTON: 
244. ~ 
, Your 
I would like it is 
by 
Q blood alcohol 
concentration have hundred and fifty 
pound man as a two pound man? 
A Yes, would. Other things 
being equal, it would 
heavier man to 
Q 
criteria run a b1ood alcohol test Is it the 
or the concentration of found 
A The concentration of alcohol f 
system is the important criteria for interpretat· 
result. 
Q If you were to hear testimony that 
this were a sixteen year old boy, the .09 percent blood 
alcohol concentration, would that individual be impaired? 
-.. ------:i.-39 _______ _ 
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direct - Valentour 
objecting. 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, I am 
MR. BRAXTON: He has just 
testified, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: I am going to 
overrule your objection. 
A In my opinion, there would be definit~ 
~ 
decreases of mental and certain mental and physical 
capabilities at .09 percent. 
Q What physical and mental changes 
would there be? 
A There would be changes, reduction in 
13 i loss of the judgment capabilities, changes in emotional li 
I 
H state would be consistent with this level such as the 
i5 person might become boisterous, more active. An introverted 
1~ person may become extroverted. There may be physical 
!. 
1": changes such as loss of coordination, gla'ssy eyed appearanc;, 
18 this sort of thing would be consistent. It might help the 
!~ jury if I explain a typical amount of alcohol that might 
- be consumed. 
Q Yes, sir. 
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I 
I 246 • 
.. 
II 
II I• 
direct - Valentour 
II 
1 II I! A To reach a .09 percent blood alcohol 
; ~ ,, 
2 .: I• !i level. 
il 
3 !I MR. HOLST: Your Honor, I 
'! 
4 :j I. 
!1 
think he's making answers of questions that have 
H 
5 i! not been asked. 
o; 
'· I. 
6 ~ ~ I THE COURT: All right. I 
r 
'; '· L think at this point that would not be admissible.! 
I· 
I 
8 I! I. 
I 
I think I have to sustain that objection. It 
I j; 
9 n 
~I 
requires some speculation or facts that might 
i 
10 ,I not be before the jury, so the objection is 
ll ~: sustained. Ask him any other questions you want.~ 
I 
p 
12 ; 
i Q Would a person at .09 percent still 
13 
!: 
l 
!' 
be able to appreciate danger? 
l;t MR. HOLST: Your Honor, I 
13 i" 
i: 
think this is -- I don't know what danger means 
l;i : and I don't know of any evidence. I really don 1 t 
,-
. . know where we are getting . 
. 
lS THE COURT: Just a minute. 
l ~· I will overrule your objection. You will have 
-•, 
I an opportunity to cross examine him. 
MR. HOLST: Okay, all right, 
Your Honor. 
------------.. ---·--------··------
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direct - Valentour 
247. 
Q Would a person a~ .09 percent be able 
to appreciate an obvious danger? 
A Yes. 
Q If a person with a .09 percent blood 
alcohol conten~ were riding in an automobile which was 
being operated recklessly, lvould he have the mental 
capacity to tell the driver that the vehicle is being 
operated dangerously or to get out? 
MR. HOLST: Your Honor, I 
don't want to be here in front of this jury. 
They are going to get the idea that I am trying 
to keep evidence out and that's not my purpose, 
but that's 
THE COURT: (interjecting) 
No, the jury understands you are just doing your 
duty. I think again, Mr. Braxton, he can answer 
the question in a general way, as he has done, 
but the question is based upon certain assumptions 
of evidence which are not at this time before the 
jury and I am a little afraid of that question . 
MR. BRAXTON: Well, Your 
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dlrect - Valentour 
248. 
Honor, could I try to use the old question with 
things that are before the jury. Could I ask· 
the --
THE COURT: Yes. 
Q If you heard that an occupant of a 
vehicle or a driver of a vehicle came to a point in the 
road and braked the car suddenly thirty or forty minutes 
before an accident, left; twenty minutes or so later came 
back and did exactly the same thing in the same spot and 
left; came back a third time ewenty minutes, say, from the 
second time did the same thing, could that passenger with 
a .09 percent blood alcohol recognize that danger? 
A In my opinion, yes. 
MR.. BRAXTON : Thank 
THE COURT: 
examine . 
CROSS 
BY MR. 
Doctor, Mr. Braxton has ta 
--------~~-------·----·--··--------· ·---
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and BAC. Isn't it a mat~er 
that a point one and a half 
4 !I that the acceptable of 
I. 
249.: 
variation: 
s II A of the absolute valu~? 
tl 
I: 
6 Ji Q 
J! 
-; :i A could be from 
li 
8 II .08 to .10? II 
9 li Is that correct~ 
I! 10 ., A I would give you that. 
11 
1~ li II 
II 
13 .. I. 
.. li 
Q Don't give it to me. Therefore,· 
Doctor, it could be .08, couldn't it? 
I ,. 
' . ..  ,. A Yes, sir. 
;. 
,. 
" 
15 
1: ,. 
Q Now, Doctor, when Mr. Braxton asked you 
1~ j· about danger, obviously you weren't there on the day of 
li ~: j" this accident, were you? 
; ~ 
,. 
lS : A No, I ~iasn' t. 
l ~· Q You do not know what dangers, ·.r: l.- any, 
•:) 
-\ were present, do you, . Doctor? 
·"• A Not personally, no. 
--------· -- -
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Q Now, Doc tor , l1r. Braxton asked you all, 
these questions about observing dangers. Would you say the: 
same thing would be true if the occupant or passenger were 
asleep? 
A No. 
Q If he were asleep, he couldn't 
appreciate any danger, could he, if any existed? 
A If he wasn't awake during the course 
of this, that is correct. 
Q Do you know whether or not Eddie 
Strike was asleep? 
A No, I don't. 
Q Do you know whether Eddie Strike was 
yelling and screaming and saying slow down? 
A No, I don't. 
Q Doctor, did you ever see Eddie Strike? 
A No, I didn't . 
Q Did you ever weigh him? Did anybody 
ever tell you what he weighed? 
A No. 
Q Isn't it a matter of fact, Doctor, 
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there's such a thing as legal intoxication versus physical 
intoxication? Isn't that correct? Isn't that a common 
term used by you people? Therefore, mea~ing that if one 
person had a .10 in his system he might walk as straight 
as an arrow and another guy might wobble, isn't that 
correct? 
A That's correct. 
Q Again it's the obvious. You not 
having seen him, didn't know whether or not this had any 
effect upon him, do you, or whether or not he was exposed 
to any dangers? 
A Well, I would say that .09 percent 
would have an effect on anyone. 
Q If he were aware. If he were aware 
of a danger. You don't know if there are any dangers, do 
you? 
A No, I don't. 
Q And you don't know ~vhether or not he 
was asleep, am I not correct? 
A That's correct. 
Q Does it mean, Doctor, that a person 
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with this BAC could be aware of the dangers? Is that what 
you are saying? He would have the, even with a .09, could 
have the physical abilities to ascertain danger, is that 
not correct? 
A Should have the abilities. 
Q And again I am back to the same 
question then. You don't know, do you, Doctor, whether or 
not he appreciated the danger--! am saying this for 
argument--and he objected to it and brought it to the 
attention of the driver without success, isn't that correct? 
A No, I don't know. That's correct. 
MR. HOLST: 
questions. 
THE COURT: step 
I have no reason. 
All right, you 
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Michael Russillo. 
MR. BRAXTON : 
THE CLERK: 
:' 
I' 
,I 
that the testimony you 
'· 
253. 
solemnly 
to give 
I; 
·I 
n 
jury in this case ,e the truth, the 
the truth, so help 
i· 
.. 
., 
you God? 
. ,
.. 
l· 
A EFENDANT RUSSILLO: I do . 
I 
:I 
il 
:! 
.. 
:l 
;. 
ii 
, . the..J/ efendant, first being duly 
his own behalf as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BRAXTON: 
!> Q Steven, for the record, please tell 
..... 
the jury your full name. 
-· A Steven Kichael Russillo. 
-------·-·--------· ______ ... _,_ . _.. ·-------. ·- ... __________ -------.. --.. -... - .. - ......... ---· . 
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II direct• - Steven Russillo 
Q How old are you? 
I 
il A Seventeen. 
!I 
I 
:I 
Q When is your eighteenth birthday? 
A December 26th. 
!! 
I! 
I ~ 
Q Were you a friend of Eddie Strike's? 
n 
!I 
: ~ 
A Yes, sir. 
I; I, 
1: 
Q Calling your attention to one year 
li 
,, ago today, when did you first see Eddie? 
l: 
I· !I !; 
A On that day? 
! 
n Q Yes, sir. 
:I 
:I 
i• i 
il 
A Approximately eight o'clock. 
II 
i; 
il 
1: ,, 
II 
:I 
Q Was that in the morning or the evening? 
A Evening. 
I' 
I ;· 
!. Q Where did you see him? 
.. 
i 
H A At the North Stafford Athletic Ball 
i. 
,. 
I 
i! Field, I think it's called. It's up in the northern end 
i j 
,, 
of the county. 
Q What was he doing there? 
A He was getting off. of soccer practice. 
Q Who was coaching the soccer team at 
that tirae? 
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direct - Steven Russillo 
A At that time the official coach was 
on vacation and my father was coaching at that time. 
Q Were you a member of that team? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Had you been practicing that day? 
A No, sir. 
Q Why not? 
A I had been working. 
Q Where did you work? 
A At the Marine Corps Exchange in 
Quantico. 
Q Did you work there all that summer? 
A Yes. 
THE COURT: Speak a little 
louder, please, sir. 
Q When you got off work and went to the 
field, what was your purpose· for going to the field and 
seeing Eddie? 
A r·was going to spend the night at his 
house, so I got off work and went right to the field to 
meet him there. 
------------------------
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Q After practice, did you and he leave 
the field together? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Where did you go? 
A To his house. 
Q And what did you do at his house? 
A Listened to some music. 
Q Did you have supper or anything like 
that? 
A Yeah. 
Q Did you see anybody while you were 
there? 
A When we first got there, his sister, 
Nonie, and a young man by the name of Bill Huggins were 
just leaving to go out somewhere. I don't know where. 
Q Did there come a time when you left 
his house? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q How did you leave, by what means? 
A He ~.Jas driving the Hustang. 
Q That's the one that was involved in 
this accident? 
-- ---- --·-----------·-------·------
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direct - Steven Russillo 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Basically, from his house, where did 
you go? 
A Right after his house, they have a 
dirt driveway, I couldn't tell you exactly how long. I'd 
say an eighth of a mile, quarter of a mile long. About 
halfway down this dirt road on the way out we stopped at 
what I consider a horse stable and that's we stopped 
right there. 
Q Before leaving the house, did Eddie 
pick up anything? 
A The best as I can recall, there is a 
little food 
-- a walkin type closet near the kitchen. 
Q Did he take something from it? 
A He grabbed a bottle. 
Q What kind of bottle was it? 
A It was a bottle. 
Q What kind of bottle? 
A For all I knew, it was a bottle. 
rm. HOLST: I can't hear him. 
Hhat? 
----------- --·------. 
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258 •. 
THE WITNESS: It was a bottle:. 
Q Did you see that bottle further 
during the evening? 
A He took it and put it in the car 
when we went out there; and we left, put it in the backseat;. 
Q Did he put it into anything in the 
backseat? 
A No, sir. 
I 
Q --D-id there come a time when you stopped: 
to get the container for this bottle? 
A Yeah, as I mentioned, we got halfway 
down this dirt driveway, it was a small left, the car just 
pulled into that. It looked like the opening into the 
horse stable. We stopped. We both got out. He jumped 
over a metal gate and I followed him. In the stable there 
were two horses. He told me the names and I don't remember. 
We went into this metal mobile home trailer, but it's kind 
of small, and he went inside and he pulled out a red and 
white cooler about this wide, had some ice in it. (witness 
indicating) 
Q What did you do with the cooler? 
-----------·~-------------· ----------------· --·----·------
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A He took it and put it in the backseat 
2 and put the bottle in it. 
:z 
,, 
15 !: 
l: 
I• ;; 
111 I 
l-
• I 
lS 
.:t 
Q Did you stop anymore on the way out? 
A After we got out to the street, the 
road, I don't know .the name of the road, he stopped, got 
out, crossed the street.· Immediately across this inter-
section there is a ditch runn~ng parallel to the road. 
went out and looked around for about a minute or two and 
i He· I 
.pulled up another bottle out of there and came back to the I 
car and he told me it was a bottle of champagne. It was 
about half full. 
Q Was it anything unusual about it? 
A It was pink. 
Q Pink? 
A Yeah. 
Q Where did you put that. or, where did he 
put it? 
A He put it in the cooler with the 
other bottle. 
Q Then what did you do? 
A M3de a right on this road, after -- went 
-------·--------------· 
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260. 
down a series of left and right turns until we got out to 
Route 1 at the intersection. It was a redlight, so we just~ 
waited. Then we went straight through, up. If you go 
straight through this intersection, you go up a very steep 
hill I'd say for about a quarter of a mile. 
Q How long a time did he continue to 
drive the vehicle? 
A After we got to that intersection, it 
wasn't about another five or ten minutes, I would say. 
Q What did he do? 
A Well, we were driving along. I said, 
"This is a nice car you got here." He says, "You want to 
drive it?" I had never driven a Mustang before and I 
said, "All right." I said, "Okay,'" so he pulled the car 
over and we switched. 
Q How long a period did you drive the 
car after that? 
A I am not sure of the time. It was 
quite awhile. 
Q Did there come a time when he got under 
the wheel 3.gain? 
·------------··--------------·-------- -· ---· -----
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A This was later in the evening. I 
don't know the time, b~t it was dark. It was down in a 
subdivision past Fredericksburg. I think it's called 
Westwood. Pulled over and he got behind the wheel. 
Q Prior to that time, had he consumed 
any of either of the two bottles? 
A He had -- I .am not sure4 . I remember I 
giving him a bottle, but I don't remember seeing him 
You assume he did? 
I assume he did. 
Your Honor, 
The 
jury will disregard the assumption. 
Q When you got to Westwood Subdivision 
~· that you have described, he got under the wheel, did 
! 
IB ' anything unusual happen? 
A Yeah. Right after he got behind the 
wheel, we were in a cul-de-sac when he did it. He got 
behind the wheel and started driving and the first thing 
-------------------
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1 
.I he did is he put two of the wheels on somebody's lawn, and 
2 li 
3 II I' 
that hit me as unusual, because I had never known him to 
drive like that, but I didn't say anything. 
4 I I Q Did he continue to drive for a long 
!I 
5 I! 
d 
time after that1 
6 n 
·' A I am not sure. j! II 
7 li 
t: Q Where did you go after you left 
'I 
., ,, 
8 11 I· 
9 II 
Westwood, to the best of your knowledge? 
A To the best of my knowledge, after 
li 
10 ii 
;! that we went to the McDonald's in Fredericksburg. 
ii 
11 II Q How long did you stay there? 
:I jl 
12 !! I• 
I• I~ 
A About ten minutes. 
13 
,: 
,I ,, 
! ~ 
Q Did he have anything to drink while 
H j• ,, he was there? 
~ 
lS ' I' A He bought a Coke, a large Coke. ,. 
:! 
16 :' 
i' 
Q Did he have anything from the two 
i, 
1'7 
.: 
bottles? 
I 
lS A I am not sure. 
i· 
1~ Q Did you have anything from the bottles? 
:o A .I had a little bit of brandy. but it 
:;1 burned going down,· so I said, you know--
·--------------- ·------------ -· -----· 
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Q Did you have any of the champagne? 
A Earlier I had a couple of sips of it. 
Q After you left McDonald's, where did 
you go? 
A As far as I can recall, I just remember 
going down a -- east down a four lane road. That's all I 
can remember and then I remember Chatham Bridge. 
Q Did you go across Chatham Bridge back 
into Stafford County? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Do you know the road called River Road1 
A Yes,sir. 
Q You are familiar with it? 
A Yes. 
Q How is it that you are familiar with 
River Road? 
A About three or fours years ago, I was 
a freshman in high school, we started just forming a soccer 
club down there and we practiced on a ball field that was on 
River Road, so I was familiar with it. 
Q Did you go onto River Road? 
----------------
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A Yes, sir. 
Q Where did you go from there? 
A We went down River Road, I am not 
264. 
sure how far, but we turned left into a dirt parking lot 
that it was between the river and the road. 
Q How long did you stay there, if you 
remember? 
A Ten minutes. 
Q What did you do from there? 
A Went to the bathroom. 
Q What did you do then? 
A From there I remember getting in his 
car and trying to turn it and it wouldn't go over, so he 
said, "Pump the gas," and so I did and I remember turning 
the key, but after that 
Q Do you remember the accident? 
A No, sir. 
Q What's the first thing you remember 
after the accident? 
A Bits and pieces inside a hospital. 
Q What's your first recollection? 
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A 
parents. 
Q 
Really clear, it was going home with my: 
! 
I 
i 
i 
T~ere's been some very strong evidencej 
~ 
that your car went back and forth three times on River Road!. 
I 
Do you recall any of that? I 
A I have no memory of anything like that. 
Q Was there any other alcohol 
r than that that was brought by Eddie? 
A No, sir. 
MR. HOLST: 
Q this accident?: 
A it. 
Q has it had on you? 
A mind, especially 
at night, in 
Q You feel the as a friend? 
Yes, sir. 
Would you 
world to harm Eddie? 
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Did you see 
A 
275. 
Q you say you were r 
I 
there ten minutes? 
A About five minutes. 
Q And then where did you go, if you can 
recall, after McDonald's? 
A After that, as I said, my memory it 
says something about a four lane road going east. That's 
all I can remember. 
Q Well, do you know who was driving at 
that time? 
A No, sir. 
Q Well, is there any reason, to your 
knowledge, why you cannot remember that particular stretch 
of road? You weren't under any psychiatric treatment were 
you, for memory loss or anything? 
A No, sir. 
Q Can you attribute any reason why you 
cannot remember who drove from McDonald's? 
A The only thing I can think of, as I 
was told, is the accident. 
-----· --·--·-------------·--·----·----· -- -·-····- _____ .. _____________ ·--
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283. 
/i 
went in there and you urinated, is that zrect, : 
remember anything else that happe ~d? 
That's correct. 
Q Am I right, sir? 
A That's carr~ 
'I 
~ 
"' 
TH ·COURT: Mr. Holst, the 
examination . 
Can't you spee~ 
~ 
of repetition in it. 
It's taking a 
long time . . '7· "et • s 
;/ 
Okay, I'll try 
Okay, all right, Yd Honor, I'm 
Q You remember being at 
A No, sir. 
Q Let me ask you this: While you are 
in the parking lot, is it your testimony the last thing 
you remember is that you had a conversation with Eddie 
with regard to driving the car? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And you got under the steering wheel 
at that time? 
·----·-·------
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A That's correct. 
Q And you remember starting the car? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Where was Eddie, on the passenger's 
side? 
A In the next seat. 
Q Were·the doors closed? 
A Yes. 
Q And your memory stops at that point, 
is that not correct? 
A That's correct. 
Q Do you remember any conversation you 
had with him, though, at that ·point? 
A No, sir. 
Q You don't remember anything before 
the accident? 
A No, sir. 
Do you remember 
the scene? 
A 
the The first 
163 
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'~ 
All right~ 
297. 
MR. HOLST: Yes, Your Honor. 
I move to strike the defense, of which I 
understand is contr~butory negligence- and assumpt.ion 
of the risk. There has been not an iota of 
evidence, not one, that, number one, there 
risk that the decedent was aware of, was 
number two, there has been that 
this·-~. _oung Strike boy ~as in trip 
trip number and I don't for 
because I am 
the sam.: 
car, but of argument, if 
who was 
Obviously Eddie was There 
evidence as to whether or not 
have been screaming and yelling and 
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should demand 
303. 
negligence. I think 
He supplied 
a contributing factor, 
verdict, and 
submit that they are both proper and 
should be heard. I have instructions t 
to the Court. 
THE COURT: Well, my feeling 
on that is that I don't see how I could find as 
a matter of law that there was no assumption or 
contributing or negligence on which reasonable 
people could disagree. Among which or part of 
which is the fact that there is testimony before 
the jury that the decedent brought along the two 
bottles himself containing alcohol. The blood 
test showed a .09 by weight, by volume. Regarding 
this testimony, I think, to the fact that a person 
with that blood alcohol content might have his 
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304. 
JURY OUT 
reasoning affected. All of those are jury 
questions. 
Granted that you 
have a strong argument, but I think it would be 
improper for the Court to decide, since there is 
a jury. In addition, we do have the testimony 
by Snellings and Dickinson that the vehicle came 
by where they were and they saw ic, identified 
the vehicle reasonably well or at least to the 
point where the jury might disagree as to the 
identity, but I think there is very little on 
that because of the doubt of the identity at 
least twice and somewhat erratic fashion. I 
think the jury should consider that. 
No\o~, if they . 
don't think anything of it, if they don't, that's 
their right. I don't think there will be any 
speculation on that point, so I have to deny the 
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305 •. 
motion and find the decedent guilty of contributory 
negligence. 
MR. HOLST: Note my exception, 
Your Honor. 
are ready for instructions. I think you 
find, if you examine your instructions, might 
you both have duplicates of e 
So Court will b 
s are being lated and as soon as 
you reach have a problem with 
each 
many on in and we'll have 
I will instructions. 
MR. 
mine numbered or you do this d letter them? 
THE COURT: You 
them at the top. I renumber them. 
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I ~; 
·, 
2 
3 
' I• 
.; .. .• 
;; I will give 
.. 
.. read it together . 
'3 They are other than 
- the fact pieces of paper. 
8 .! I 
:! MR. The problem 
I ~ 
9 " Honor, I back to 
'I\ ... 
same thing that I had been. 
11 
.. 
misspelling here, risk . 
'-~ MR. BRAXTON: 
l~ MR. HOLST: I think that 
:.~ before there can be any instruction on assumption 
.. 
of risk there first has to be proven there is 
: ·~ 
a risk. The first guy said the car stopped 
. 
and he didn't say there was anything in the 
road or the brake stopped. There was a 
stopping of the car and then it went. They 
didn't see it very well. The second guy said, 
for the sake of conversation, it seemed to stop 
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327. 
at the same place, but then it went straight 
down the road. Again, no evidence of why it 
stopped at the same place on trip number one 
and trip number two. And the third thing, 
there is no evidence as to Eddie Strike's 
situation as to whether he was asleep or 
yelling and screaming, etc., etc., so he may 
not have assumed the risk. So there may not 
have been any drinking, I don't think, since 
this boy has assumed that you can, therefore, 
assume the risk. There is no evidence that he 
assumed anything. And I think, to tell the 
jury this is going to lead them into a situation 
that they are assuming something that there is 
absolutely no evidence to support. 
--- -·--·----· ______ .. ___ _ 
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about facts. 
328 • 
MR. BRAXTON: Assumption 
of risk can be found from direct evidence or 
facts and circumstances of the case as they 
appeared to the jury and both of these issues 
are raised, I submit, by the testimony of 
~~. Dickinson and Mr. Snellings. Contributory 
negligence and assumption of risk, and, of 
course, contributory negligence over and above 
that, is the fact the decedent provided whiskey. 
MR. HOLST: Your 
last thing, you use the word 
out. It and 
he two sips of 
of any drinking 
other somebody 
it's 
telling this jury that perchance 
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and this is where I am 
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THE COURT: 
329 .. 
(interjecting) 
Well, here's why he is entitled to it is that 
the vehicle went down the road and back twice 
and there was a twenty minute lapse between 
the first time Dickinson and Snellings saw it. 
I suppose'it could be argued that the decedent 
had an opportunity within that period of time 
to get out of the car and the jury may decide 
that he assumed the risk by remaining in it. 
MR. HOLST: 
no objection that 
occupants 
were in the 
car. have been in 
trip number one 
171 
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331. 
This is a 
proper it it's absolutely 
of the danger and he 
assumes the risk and not entitled. 
THE COURT: Well, my 
feeling about this is I am inclined, after 
hearing argument on both sides, not to give it 
for the reason that Mr. Holst just said. But 
if I were in his shoes, I would think about it 
in this way: You might think about it, as 
well as with these other three, but particularly 
with this one, if you get a verdict in this 
case, it's conceivable that failure to give 
this might be error and I am not sure I 'tvould 
object too strenuously to it, because I don't 
think the jury is going to worry about it, 
because that's their theory of the case, 
1.72 
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.! 
" 
!! , 
lj either contributory negligence or assumption of 
p 
5 ;: risk. He doesn!t have anything else. If he 
'i 
E t: 
·: doesn't have something to let the jury know 
' i; 
i i! his version or that version is not presented 
!I 
8 ii 
H for their consideration, and you do have one 
I! 
I' 
!;l n or .~o things, and the only thing in the world 
,; 
1') .. that makes me hesitate is no identification of 
11 the people in the car, of the people the first 
1~ two times, but it's pret·ty well proven that it 
13 was the same Mustang and it's pretty illogical 
·~ to think that two people who were in it got 
F\ out and two other people got in it by the time 
~r, the accident occurred. I am going to do this: 
. I think I am going to give it. I am not happy 
·'; about it, but I am going to give it. 
~m. HOLST: Note my 
exception. 
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you can't do, if you go·ahead 
in the car on trip 
don't think 
do it all the 
vidence of negligent driving 
355. 
that 
and trip 
happened 
I 
see 
about 
number 
one and trip number two, even if 
say again for the sake of argument that 
was in the car; and there 
he assumed any risk or that he should have done 
anything or that he was contributorily negligent 
when he was in the vehicle on trip number three . 
you heard his testimony and sum 
short and 
Here is a young 
man Here's a young man 
very good grades 
and I am sure he 
174 
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Sometimes Judges answering not 
have 
to answer questions, 
sole judge 
of the and other 
to. If I can't, I will just have to 
that I can't. 
FOREMAN JOHN T. JORDAN, SR.: 
Your Honor, we got mixed up on the Number Two 
and the Seventeen on this sheet. Do they mean 
the same thing? 
THE COURT: Two and Seventeen. 
Give it to the Sheriff and I will look at it. 
I don't have a copy up here. 
NOTE: A paper-
writing is now being handed to the Court. 
THE COURT: Number Two is 
the preponderance of the evidence. That defines 
the preponderance of the evidence. Is that 
-----·----·-------· ·---·-···-·--
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383. 
the one you are referring to, preponderance of 
the evidence? Preponderance of the evidence 
does not mean the greater weight of the . 
evidence. Is that what you are referring to? 
Is there another number? You don't mean 
Seventeen. 
FOREMAN JOHN T. JORDAN , SR. : 
It's on the verdict sheet . 
THE COURT: Oh, the verdict 
sheet. This? 
FOREHAN JOHN T. JORDAN , SR. : 
Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: All right, 
let's see. This one, Seventeen, I will see if 
this is the one you are asking about. If you 
believe from the evidence that both the 
plaintiff decedent and defendant were negligent 
and that their negligence proximately 
contributed to the accident. Is that the one? 
FORE~~~ JOHN T. JORDAN, SR.: 
Yes, sir. 
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384. 
THE COURT: All right, 
so you say that Instruction Seventeen, a part 
of which I just read, and the form of verdict 
do they mean the same thing, is that what you 
asked? 
FOREMAN JOHN T. JORDAN, SR. 
Yes; sir. Isn·'t that right? 
THE COURT: Well, you see, 
if you find for the plaintiff, you have to 
check yes and put the amount of your verdict 
in this next line and then down here where 
each of these relatives are mentioned, you 
have to divide it up among them on the righthan~ 
side, that being the amount you put here. 
Now, if you find 
in favor of the defendant, you forget the top 
and go to number· two. Leave the top one blank. 
Does that help a?y? 
FORE!-IAN JOHN T. JORDAN, SR. : 
Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Do you want to 
work awhile longer? 
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9. 
THE COURT: You have, "Motion To Set 
Aside Jury Verdict." Now that is the original, 
and it's in the file. Now 1 my copy, I have 
not yet received. So, if I said I have seen I 
it, I was mistaken. But I do have the original. 
Is this the one you start off by, let's s~e, 
you have numbered in paragraphs? 
MR. HOLST: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: Paragraph number one, 
that the verdict was contrary to the law and 
evidence? 
MR. HOLST: Let me let the Court use 
my file copy. 
THE COURT: ·I don't bave any problem. 
I have it. If it's the same one. 
MR. HOLST: This is the Memorandum 
of Points and Authorities. 
THE COURT: No, it isn't. 
I 
If the 
wants to refer to it --
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MR. HOLST: Continuing on, then, we 
talked about the fact that tbe instructions 
that were given, and there was six instructions 
of twenty; I thought there were nineteen, I 
was in error, it was twenty instructions, which, 
therefore,makes it three-tenths, thirty percent 
of the instructions dealt with this matter of 
negligence, and I'm sorry, dealt with this matter 
of contributory negligence, and dealt with the 
matter of assumption of the risk. I looked 
the transcript over, and I, don't think I missed 
many sentences. If I did, it wasn•t intentional. 
I'm back, Your Honor, to 
the arguments that I have advanced on pages 
two and three, I'm sorry, three and four of 
my brief. I'm now going to refer to what Mr. 
Dickinson said on page 138 of the transcript, 
and 139. 
THE COURT: Where in your brief are 
you now? 
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21. 
MR. HOLST: It's page three. I'm 
talking about where the evidence would not support 
the instructions. There were six instructions 
granted, Your Honor, dealing with this matter 
of negligence and contributory negligence; and 
they were, I cited them in the brief of Seventeen!, &" 
I 
I 
Eleven, Seventeen, Eighteen, and Nineteen. They 
dealt with this matter of contributory negligencer 
Instruction Number One has I 
I 
I 
' I 
two paragraphs dealing with contributory negli-
gence. I'm talking about granted instructions. 
Granted Instruction Number Seven talks about 
assumption of risk. Instruction Number Eleven, 
again granted Instruction Number Eleven, talks 
about contributory negligence. Instruction 
Number Seventeen talks about contributory negli-
gence. Instruction Number Eighteen talks about 
contributory negliRence. Instruction Number 
Nineteen.deals with assumption of the risk. 
are back with 
1.81 
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These people, Your Honor, 
were given three doses on Instruction Seventeen, 
Eighteen, and Nineteen, about assumption of 
the risk, contributory negligence, plus the 
other three instructions dealing with this s~e 
topic. That,· to me, Your Honor, there was no 
evidence to support the granting of those . I J.nstruc~ 
tions initially. 
The Court will recall that 
I had made a motion to strike the defendant's 
evidence of contributory negligence and assump-
tion of the risk. The Court refused my motion, 
L 
or overruled it. Even in the ruling by the 
Court, and even -- not the ruling, but even 
some of the thought processes that the Court 
indicated, or indicated to me in chambers that 
it had some doubt as to whether or not it should 
have granted those instructions. 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
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i J 
· a I 1 enee. 
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